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Preface

This tutorial is aimed at the nonlinear novice trying to get a

handle on photorefractive processes. Often, the engineering or physics

published article or text leaps from one point to the next with only a

cleverly placed "it can be easily shown that..." -type expression as the

connector. The author can hardly be blamed since these intermediate

steps may seem redundant after being through them a good number of

times. He is also, undoubtedly, working under a publisher's directive

for economy of space.

The typical student, on the other hand, may not view this missing

material as nonchalantly. Nevertheless, he often accepts the stated

points on faith because the usual pressure of a time constraint prevents

nim from going through the tedium of a derivation. Valuable insights,

implicit assumptions and boundaries of applicability remain hidden along

with the true understanding of the concept and a "turn the crank"

approach is accepted.

The purpose of this tutorial is to gather pertinent information from

articles and texts into one place and fill in some of the blanks the

original authors left behind. It is specifically designed to lay the

foundation for another Master's thesis which would pick up where this

tutorial leaves off and apply these theories to observed phenomena.

Of course, being a student, myself, I could reot have put this paper

together alone. First, I'd like to sincerely thank my advisor, Dr. Ted

Luke, for lending me his expertise in the area and for his patience with

me as I visited his office what seemed to be several times daily. I'd

also like to thank Dr. Won Roh for valuable conversations on these

topics. Finally, my unending gratitude goes to my wife, Melony, who was



an "AFIT widow" for most of this project then became the best typist I

could have hoped to find.

Michael A. Marciniak
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AFIT/GEO/ENP/87D-3

Abstract

This thesis presents a detailed interpretation of published theory

of nonlinear optical phase conjugation by degenerate four wave mixing

and by the photorefractive effect. Photorefractive phase conjugation is

shown to be a low incident intensity alternative to degenerate four wave

mixing (which requires high intensity incident light to achieve the

nonlinear polarization of a medium).

The derivations of two models for the photorefractive effect,

Feinberg's Hopping Model and Kukhtarev's Solid State Model, are

presented. The significance of Kukhtarev's model is his development of

criteria for which spatially sinusoidal incident light (interference

fringes) produces a spatially sinusoidal electro-static field in the

crystal - an assumption casually made in much photorefractive work. Both

models culminate in expressions for the magnitude of the space-charge

field and the spatial phase shift between the field and the incident

interference pattern for small modulation conditions.

Feinberg's model is extended to develop expressions for two-beam

coupling, diffraction efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity. An

alternative development for these expressions assumes the electro-static

field exists in the crystal and modulates the crystal's refractive index

by the linear electro-optic (Pockel's) effect.

The functional dependencies of Feinberg's expressions agree with

(published) empirical data. However, specific crystallographic

orientations exist for which the absolute magnitude of Feinberg's

expressions or even the relative magnitudes between different

orientations are inaccurate. Accurate relative magnitude expressions are

ix



made by assuming an electro-static field exists in the crystal and using

an index-ellipsoid approach to determine refractive indices.

x



NONLINEAR OPTICAL PRINCIPLES AND THE PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT APPLIED TO

OPTICAL PHASE CONJUGATION

I. Introduction

Optical phase conjugation occurs when more than one coherent light

beam is incident on a nonlinear material oriented properly. A new light

beam is produced which is the phase conjugate of one of the incident

beams, i.e., it propagates back in the direction of the incident light,

and if the incident light is diverging, the phase conjugate will

converge or vice versa. The phase conjugate, then, appears to be the

time reversal of the incident beam. Because phase conjugation is often

compared to reflection from a mirror, the nonlinear material producing

this effect is referred to as a "phase conjugate mirror" or PCM

(Figure 1) (1:157).

Ordinary mirror Phase conjugate mirror

S --- - - -Incident wavefront

/ Reflected wavefront

Figure 1. Illustration of phase conjugate reflection as compared to
reflection from an ordinary mirror (1:157)

The practical usefulness of PCMs is evident in these few examples.

First, since a PCM conjugates the phase of incident light, aberrations

given to a wavefront as it passes through a medium will be removed if

the wave back-propagates through that same medium. Because of this,

glint from the illumination of a target may be amplified, reflected from

-1-



a PCM and passed back through the amplifier and aberrating medium to be

focused (with much higher energy) to a diffration-limited spot on the

target. Because the direction of a phase conjugate wave is the reverse

of the incident wave, this is an automatic point and track system

(Figure 2) (1:175).

PHASE
CONJUGATEMIRROR LASER AMPLIFIER OPTICS TARGET

WEAK

ILLUMINATOR

AMPLIFIED

LIGHTQ

MORE

CONJUGATION AMPLIFICATION

TIME-REVERSED
WAVE

Figure 2. PCM application of diffraction-limited focusing and automatic

point-and-track (1:175)

Another example is the use of a PCM in a laser cavity. Here, the

phase conjugate's "time reversed" reflection removes the ordinary mirror

-2-



stability criteria of curvature and spacing, and allows only one more

highly monochromatic mode. (Figure 3) (1:177-179).

PHlASE-
CONJUGAl E OUTPUT

MIRROR LASER GAIN MEDIUM MIRROR

UNASERRATED

OUTPUT

T RANSVERSE

MODE CONTROL
APERTURE

Figure 3. PCM application as one of the mirrors in a laser cavity
(1:178)

The first PCMs were produced by degenerate four wave mixing (all

waves are of the same frequency), a third order nonlinear process. The

geometry for this effect consists of two counterpropagating, highly

intense pump beams and a probe beam which are incident on and cause the

polarization of a nonlinear material. There are several orders of

polarization produced but the third order polarization wave is of

interest because it stimulates an electro-magnetic wave which is the

conjugate of the probe. Both the conjugate and probe beams then gain

intensity by extracting energy from the pump beams.

The electric field which drives the third order polarization in this

configuration is due to the superposition of the incident light waves.

Since the third order optical susceptibility which "links" this E-field

to the medium is very small in magnitude, very high intensity incident

light is required to produce the phase conjugate effect.

A technique for producing phase conjugation with lower intensity

incident light is through the use of photorefractive crystals. The

interference of the (coherent) probe and one of the pump beams "writes"

-3-



a refractive index grating in the crystal. Then, the counterpropagating

pump beam is diffracted off this grating and produces the conjugate of

the probe.

The index grating is written through the photorefractive effect. A

photorefractive crystal contains various sites in its lattice which

accept and hold electrons with very low thermal probability of freedom.

Under illumination, however, these charges are freed and the movement of

either electrons or holes (depending on the crystal) occurs until the

charge is retrapped in an area of the crystal which is not illuminated.

In the case of interference fringes, then, interference maxima

correspond to the location the charges left and minima to the locations

where they are retrapped.

The separation of opposite charges, either electrons or holes

(whichever is the carrier) and the ions left behind, causes an

electro-static field to form. This field modulates the index of

refraction of the crystal through the linear electro-optic (Pockel's)

effect. Since the interference fringes are sinusoidal in intensity, the

charge distribution, E-field and, thus, the index grating are all

sinusoidal, as well.

For this type of effect, the E-field driving the nonlinearity of the

crystal is the created space-charge field. The magnitude of this field

is proportional to the modulation index of the interfering pump and

probe beams. Since the modulation index is dependent on the relative

intensities of these beams rather than the incident intensity of either

of them, phase conjugation can be produced from lower intensity incident

light.

In order to theoretically describe light incident on the index

grating that is formed, a model describing the grating, itself, is first

-4-



necessary. Two models of the E-field forming the grating are Feinberg's

Hopping Model and Kukhtarev's Solid State Model.

Feinberg's model is based on the idea that a charge may occupy any

of a large number of sites in the photorefractive crystal and, under

illumination, "hops" to any of its nearest neighbor sites. In this

model, then, the probability of charge movement at any site is

proportional to the probability that the site and its nearest neighbors

are occupied and to the illumination at the site and at its nearest

neighbors. The solution to the model for assumed spatially sinusiodal

illumination yields spatial charge distribution (and, therefore,

potential distribution and electro-static field distribution).

Kuhktarev's model is based on more standard solid state arguments

such as charge generation rates and transport lengths. His solution (as

well as Feinberg's) for the space-charge field, given sinusoidal

illumination with small modulation index, is a sinusoidal field of the

same spatial frequency as the illumination but which may be out of phase

with it. This phase shift will be shown to be an important factor later.

It has been observed experimentally that when two beams write an

index grating in a photorefractive crystal and propagate through the

grating, one beam may experience a gain in intensity while the other

experiences a corresponding loss. Two parallel theories describing this

"two-beam coupling" are presented. One is developed from Feinberg's

Hopping Model. The other assumes a sinusoidal index grating exists and

can be described by the electro-static field through an "index

ellipsoid"-type argument. Both conclude the key factor in two-beam

coupling is the phase shift between the electro-static field and the

incident interference fringes. Without such a phase shift, no energy

transfer could occur.

-5-



Two-beam coupling can be considered a figure of merit for the

photorefractive effect. Other such figures of merit are diffraction

efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity. Each of these figures of

merit is important because they allow quantification of those aspects of

the photorefractive effect which play a significant role in optical

phase conjugation.

Diffraction efficiency is the amount of power in a wave diffracted

at the Bragg angle off a grating compared to the amount of power in the

wave incident on the grating. Phase conjugate reflectivity, in the

photorefractive phase conjugation geometry described earlier, is the

power in the conjugate wave diffracted off the grating compared to the

power in the incident probe wave which had a part in writing the

grating. Again, parallel theories from the extension of Feinberg's model

and the sinusoidal grating assumption are presented. The mutual

conclusion here is the magnitude of the (space-charge field and,

therefore, the) index grating is proportional to the diffraction

efficiency and also to the phase conjugate reflectivity.

-6-



II. Second and Third Order Nonlinear Optical Principles - Background to
Optical Phase Conjugation

Two types of optical phase conjugation are presented in this paper -

degenerate four wave mixing and photorefractive. The first, degenerate

four wave mixing, occurs because the superposition of light waves in a

nonlinear medium causes the nonlinear polarization of that medium. This

polarization gives rise to an electro-magnetic wave as described by

Maxwell's equations. In the proper configuration, this E-M wave can be

the phase conjugate of one of the input waves.

This chapter presents a general development of the nonlinear

processes mentioned above with the following chapter describing the

special configuration for phase conjugation. Although four wave mixing

is a third order nonlinear process, insight to nonlinear processes, in

general, can be gained through the more simple case of the second order.

Second Order Nonlinear Principles

Second Order Nonlinear Polarization

When electric fields superimpose in a medium, the linear and

nonlinear polarization of that medium may be written in the form:

P i =cj Xij E. + 2zjZk dijk jk ()

where

P i th component of polarization (i = x, y and z)

E i th component of the instantaneous field

×ij = Linear susceptibility

dijk = Second order nonlinear susceptibility

and the susceptibilities are invariant under shuffling of subscripts,

e.g. Xij = Xji and dijk = dikj, etc. (2:504).

The linear polarization from equation (1) is:

-7-



L = £O0 j E.(2

Pi ij (2)

For example, the component of linear polarization in the x direction

would be:
L= O (x E~ +~ E +~ Ez) (3)

x 0Xxx x Xy y Xxz

The second order polarization is:

Pi N L = 2fjZk dij k Ej . k

for degenerate cases or, in general, for cases with E-fields of more

than one frequency present, it is:

P NL (t) = 2 Zj kZm dijk mj W(t) Ek j n (t) (4)

For example, the x-component would take the form:

P x(N ) W 2 I [Ex(t) + 2(t) + + E x(t)]2

*+2d )C [E 2 {(t) + Ex  "'" xx Ey l t) 2(t) + + E y (t)]
* 2 d xxy [E J + E x "'"t .. xjt

[Eyz 'l(t) + Eyz 2(t) + .. + Eyz n(t)]
Ex[(t) (t) +

+ 2 dx z [E (t) + Exyu(t) + +E

[E z (t) + E z2(t) + ... + E w0(t)]

+ dxyy [E Z(t) + Ey' 2 (t) +... + Eyzn(t)] 2

+ xyzy + y y

[E (t) + E J(t) + .. + E wn(t)]

+ dxzz [Ez~l(t) + EzW2(t) + .. + Ez°J(t ] 2 } (5)

Expansion of the E. (t) E k"(t) terms gives:

Ei1 (t) Ek"jn(t) = (1/2) [Aj ( J ) exp(i,t + tA. exp(-i it)]

(1/2) [Ak (in) exp(i4n t) + Ak(up)* exp(-i ft)]

= (I/4)[Aj (Uk) Ak(LP) exp[i( L + i)t]

+ A(WI Ak (w), exp[i(Ll - Lndt ]

+ A k ( L exp[-i(L1 - m)t]

A Ak exp[-i("I + in)t]} (6)

Thus, this combination produces frequency te-ms in the nonlinear

polarization which are sun and difference frequencies of the driving

-8-



E-fields. The frequency terms in the previous example would be:

PxNL (t) = Px2wl(t) + P x DC (t) + Px W1 + w2 (t) + p x wl - w2 (t) +

+ PxWl + Wn(t) + p wl - wfn (t) + Px2w2(t) +

+ p×X 2 + wn(t) + px 1w2 - wnl(t) + ... + P x2n(t) (7)

In general, the sum frequency terms are in the form:
p .wl + w2 (t) = exp[i(wl + w2)t] ZjZk d ijk Aj ( Wli) Ak (w2)

A.( °J l )* Ak(°2)* (8)
+ exp [-i(W1 + w2 )t] Zj~k dijk A

where w, and w2 are different frequencies. The form of the difference

terms is:

p -W21 (t) = exp[i(wI - w2)t ZjZk A (Wi) Ak(W2)*

+ exp [-i(w1 -Wt] j (Wl)* Aw2) (9)

Again, w, and w2 are different. The general expression for the second

harmonic case (w1 = w2 = w) is:

P.2Z(t) = (1/2) [exp(i2wt) Ek dijk A . ) Ak(L

+ exp(-i2wt).j. k di. k A j A (10)

The factor of 2 difference between expressions (8) and (10) follows

directly from the expansion of equation (5) (2:506,507).

Tensor Form

The tensor form of the second harmonic nonlinear polarization is:

(2W) f d11  d12 d13 d 14  d1 5 d16  A ()2

y(w d21  d22  d23  d24  d25 d26  Az 2 (1
(2w) d31 d32 d33 d34 d3 5 'd 3 6  2AyL) A

x zS2A x L)AY

Since the second order susceptibilities, dijk, are invariant under

shuffling of subscripts j and k, the form of the elements of the

susceptibility tensor is i = x = 1, y = 2 or z = 3 and a contraction of

-9-



jk where xx = 1, yy = 2, zz = 3, yz = zy = 4, xz = zx = 5 and xy = yx =

6 (2:507). Certain elements of the second order nonlinear optical

susceptibility tensor are always zero for specific crystal point groups.

(Refer to Reference 2 (pages 508-511) for further details.)

Sumnary

An electro-magnetic wave may be defined by a traveling electric

field oscillating at some frequency, w. When a number of such E-fields

superimpose in some medium, they may be mixed via the nonlinear

susceptibility of the medium to produce a polarization of the medium.

For second order polarization, no matter how many fields are present,

simultaneously, the frequency components of the polarization can be

defined by taking the fields two at a time. Such a component is then

either the sum or difference of the frequencies of the two fields

considered. The amplitude associated with each frequency component is

given by the preceding equations and is dependent on the second order

nonlinear optical susceptibilities, dij k .

Nonlinear Polarization in a Medium Gives Rise to an Electro-Magnetic
Wave

The nonlinear polarization produced by the interaction of light

waves through the nonlinear susceptibility of a medium will be shown

through Maxwell's equations, to be the stimulus which generates a new

light wave.

The Wave Equation

The first of Maxwell s equations to be used is

v x H = J +aD/ t (12)

where

H = Magnetic field vector

-10-



J = Electric current density

= aE

a = Conductivity

E = Electric field vector

D = Electric displacement vector

=co E + P

E0 = Permittivity of free space

P = Electric polarization

= £0 XL E + PNI

XL = Linear susceptibility

P = Nonlinear polarization

then:

V x H = oE + c 3E/@t + PNL/@t (13)

where

E = Dielectric tensor

= E0 (1 + XL)

The second Maxwell's equation used is:

V x E = -a/at (.0H) (14)

where

P0 = Permeability of free space

If the curl of both sides of equation (14) is taken:

V x V x E = -a/at (W0V x H)

using the vector identity:

V vxE = V • v'E-V2 E '

with the assumption that the E-fields are perpendicular to their

propagation (k) vectors (3:8) so:

V* V=0

and equation (14), equation (13) becomes:

-11-



v 2 E =WO oE/at + a C 32E/at 2 + O 2PNL/at2 (15)

If the ith component (i = x, y, or z) of E at frequency, W39 is

written as:

Eiw 3(r,t) = (1/2) [Aiw 3 (r) exp [i(' 3 t - k3.r)]

+ Ai w3 .(r) exp[-i(w3t - k3.r)1] (16)

then:
2Eiw 3(r,t)/ax 2 = (1/2) {[a 2Aiw 3(r)/ax 2] exp[i(w 3t - k3.r)]

+ 2 [Aiw 3 (r)/ax] (-ik 3x) exp[i(w3t - k3.r)]

+ Aiw3(r) (-k3x
2) exp[iw 3t - k3.r)]

+ [@2Aiw3*(r)/ax 2] exp[-i(W3 t - k3.r)]

+ 2 [@Aiw '(r)/ax] (ik3x) exp[-i(w3 t - k3.r)]

AiwB*(r) (-k3x 2) exp[-i(w3 t - k3.r)]} (17)

with similar expressions for a2/ay2 and a2/az2.

When the complex envelope varies little over one optical period, a

"Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation" (SVEA) can be made:

a 2 3(r)/ax 2 <<a Ai 3(r)/ax (18)

2 2 2 2likewise for a2/ay and a /az . This approximation is necessary to make

the math manageable as the development continues.

The Laplacian of E. (r,t) now becomes:

2Eiw3(r,t) {J-i[k 3x Aiw3 (r)/ax + k3y 8AiB (r)/ay

+ k3z aAiw
3(r)/az]

- (1/2)1k 31
2 Aiw 3(r)j exp[i(w3t - k3.r)]

+ {i[k 3x 3A iw3(r)/x + k3y aAi w3(r)/ay

+ k3z @A i3*(r)/az]

- (1/2)1k 3 1
2 AiW 3*(r)} exp[-i(w 3t - k3.r)] (19)

The first and second time derivatives of Ei 3(r,t) are in the forms:

3Ei (r,t)/at = iw 3 Ei 0(r,t)

and:

-12-



a2Ei w3(r,t)/3t2 = 2 EiW0(rt) (20)

The wave equation now becomes:

{-i[k 3 x &Aiw
3(r)/ax + k3y 8AiW

3(r)/ay + k3z 3Aiw
3(r)/az]

- (1/2)1 k31 2 Aic 3(r)} exp[i(w3 t - k3 " r)]

+ li[k3x 3Ai 3*(r)/ax + k3y aAi 3 *(r)/ay + k3z aAiw
3*(r)/3z]

- (1/2)k31 2 A i 3*(r)1 exp [-i(w 3t - k3.r)]

= (i w L3/2) {A i 3(r) exp[i(w 3t - k3 r)]

- A i oB(r) exp[-i(wo3t - k3.r)]}

- (O c w3 2/2) {Aiwo3(r) exp[i(w 3t - k3 r)]

+ A. w3* (r) exp[-i(w3 t - k3 "r)]}

+ PO 32 p iw3(rt)/at2  (21)

Difference Frequency Components

Consider the component of nonlinear polarization which is the

difference of two interacting light frequencies. With the "conservation

of energy" condition, w3 = uI- w2' the nonlinear polarization term

takes the form:

p =, - u2(r,t)

= expji[( 1 - 2)t - (k - k2 ).r])Zj' k dijk Aj W(r)Akw
2 (r)

+ exp{-i[( 1 - u2)t - (kI -k2\-r]}Zj k d ijk Aj ol*(r) Ak Q(r)

a2 Pc,3 = u - 2 (rt)/3t2  (wi - U,)2P 0 = w - Q2(r,t) (22)

Equating terms synchronous with exp(iw3t) from either side of the

wave equation (21):

-i[k 3x aiU3(r)/ x + k3y CAi (r),& + k3z Aiu3(r)/&z]

- (1/2)1k 3 12 Ai 3(r)} exp[-i(k 3 "r)]

-(i 0 o Ct/2) Ai 03(r) exp[-i(k 3"r)]

- ( 0v t2/2) Ai 0(r) exp[-i(k3"r)]

t 2 ,O1j K dijk Aj I(r)Ak 2"'(r) exp[-i(kl - k2 )'r] (23)

Since Ik3 12 = 2 p c, then:
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k3x 3Ai3 (r)/ax + k3y @Aiw3 (r)/ay + k3 z @Ai w3(r)/az

= (-Woc w3/2) Aiw3(r)

- i w32 lOj k dijk Aj l(r) Ak 2*(r) exp[-i(k I - k2 - k3 ).r] (24)

Similarly, equating terms synchronous with exp(-i 3t) gives:

k3x aAiw
3*(r)/ax + k3y 3A i 3*(r)/ay + k3z aA i 3*(r)/az

- (-p00 w3/
2) AiW3*(r)

SZ Z w3 djk ijk A * (r) Ak 2(r) exp[i(k1 - k2 - k3)-r] (25)

Sum Frequency Components

Consider the nonlinear polarization component which is the sum of

two interacting frequencies where these frequencies are different, w1

The conservation of energy condition is = + and the

polarization is in the form:

w3 = -I + 2 (r,t)

= exp{i[( 1  2 )t - (k 1 + k2 )'r]}Z Zk dijk A wl(r)AkW2 (r)

4- exp { -i[(,) + w2 )t - (k1 + k2. Z]}Zjzk dijk A]wl*r)A 2*(r)

2 P.w3 =wl + w2 (rt)/at 2 = -(wi + w2) 2 p. w3 =wl + w2 (rt) (26)

Equating synchronous terms from either side of equation (21) yields, for

exp(L 3t):

k aAiw3 (r)/3x + k aA.w3 (r)/ay + k 3 Aiw 2 (r)/azk3x ai k3y i k3z

= (-ij owo/2) Aiu3(r)

- i 3 
2  zj k dijk Aj (r)Ak"2(r) exp[-i(k1 + k2 - k3).r] (27)

and for exp(-iw 3t):

k3x aAi 3(r)/ax s k3y 3A 3 (r)/ay + k3z aA i (3(r)/az

- (-W 0ow 3/2) Ai.L3*(r)

+ 0 w3 2Zk dijk jwl*(r)Ak ((r) exp[i(k 1 + k2 - k3 )r] (28)

Second Harmonic Case

Finally, consider the component of nonlinear polarization which is
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6

the sum of two interacting frequencies and these frequencies are the

same. The conservation of energy condition is w3 = 
2w and the form of

the nonlinear polarization is:

P i 3 = 2 -(rt) = (i/2){[exp[i(2jt - 2k-r)]ZjiE k d ijk Ajw(r) Ak w(r)

+ exp[-i(2wt - 2k.r)]zj k dijk Ajwj(r)Ak "'(r)}

= p 3 ~ 2  (29)(~t
a2PiL 3  2w(rt)/at2  - 3 (rt)

Again, equating synchronous terms yields, for exp(i2wt):

k 3x @Ai24(r)/ax + k3v aAi2w(r)/ay + k3z aAi (r)/az

= - 0 owAiw (r)

- 2 2 P0 Zk dijk Ajur)Ak ur) exp[-i(2k - k3).r] (30)

and for exp(-i 2wt):

k3x @ Ai * (r)/ax + k3y 8A '*(r)/3 y + k3z aAi7 °* (r)/@ z

= 0ocwAi 2 J, (1)

+ i 2w 2 WZI k di jk Aj Y(r) A k (r) exp[i(2k k 3).r] (31)

Summary

The nonlinear polarization wave produced by the mixing of electric

fields in a nonlinear medium gives rise to another E-field (and thus a

new light wave). The amplitude of this field can be described by

solution to Maxwell's wave equation and, under conservation of energy,

the frequency of the response is the same as the frequency of the

stimulus. Therefore, the frequency of this new light wave is the same as

the frequency of the polarization.

Phase Matching's Role in the Selection of the Wave of Highest Energy
Transfer (A Nondepleted Input Example)

The amplitude of the light wave produced via the nonlinear

polarization of a medium was derived in the previous section. The

propagation vector of this wave will now be derived.

Consider the sum-frequency conservation of energy condition,
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w3 = W1 + W2 " The amplitude relationships are given by equations (27)

and (28).

First assumption: the medium is assumed to be transparent at 3'

then a = 0 and equation (27) reduces to:

k3x aA i
3 (r)/ax + k3y aA i 3(r)/ay + k3z aA iw3 (r)/az

= -i w32 OijZk Aj°Wl(r)Ak 2(r) exp (-iAk-r) (32)

where Ak = kI + k2 - k3 and with similar expressions for equation (28).

Second assumption: The depletion of the mixing beams (those at w,

and w2 ) is assumed negligible:

3AjA (r)/Dx = AkW2 (r)/ax = 0 (33)

with similar expressions for x, y and the conjugates. Then:

A. '(r) =A.W
J J

A. *(r) = A. l
J J

Ak w2(r) = Akw2

A °2*-r- = A W2 *-( 4

Equation (59) 
now becomes:

k3x 8Ai w3(r)/ax + k 3y aAiw3(r)/ay + k3z aAi w3(r)/az3 yl

-iw3 2 OzjZk dijk Ajwi Akw2 exp(-iAkr) (35)

with a similar expression for the conjugate.

If the solution to equation (35) is assumed to be in the form:

Ai 3(r) = K exp(-iAkr) + C (36)

then:

aA w3(r)/3x -iK AkX exp(-iLk.r) (37)

with similar expressions for y and z.

Equation (35) becomes:

-i K (Ak'k3) exp(-iAk'r)= -i w3
2 P0'jXk dij k AjwI Akw2 exp(-ikr)(38)

so the constant, K, is in the form:
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2 OZ d. A l Aw 2

K -------
Ak'k 3  (39)

If there is no interaction length within the medium, no nonlinear

polarization is produced to drive a new E-M field. Therefore, the

amplitude of the new wave is zero. Thus, the boundary condition:

A i 03(0,0,0) = 0 = K + C

C =-K (40)

The solution to 
equation (35) is:

Ai w3(r) = K[exp(-i Ak-r) - 1] (41)

By similar development, the conjugate solution is:

A. (r)= K" [exp(i Ak'r) - 1] (42)

where

K*- 32 Z0Ejk disk Ajwl Akw2 -

Ak"k3  (43)

From Poynting's theorem (2:13), the ith mode power/unit area at w3,

at some interaction length, k3hL (in the direction of the wave, k3), is

given by:

PiW 3/area = (1/2)(E/wO)12 AiC 3(k3Jh, k3yL, k3 zL)

Aij3*(k3xL, k3yL, k3zL)

1/2 exp(-iLk"k3 L/2) - exp(iAk"k3 1/2)
= (1/2)(E/o) K[]----------------------

exp(-i Ak'k3 L/2)

exp(i Ak'k3 L/2) - exp(-i Ak'k3 L/2)

K---------------------------------]
exp(-i Ak'k3 L/2)

(L 2 12 EW)1/2 W4 2 ( d -Ajw 1 w2S(L2/2) (3/"00 ) w34 O j k ijk. l Ak 2

Z Z d Ajwl* Ak 2*) [sin 2(Akk 3 L/2)/(Akk 3 L/2)
2] (44)

The power in the produced wave (at w3) is maximized when the

argument of the (sin x)/x term in equation (44) approaches zero. This

implies Ak-k3 = 0 and, therefore, that:
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Ak =0 (45)

This is the "conservation of momentum" condition.

Similar arguments can be made for the frequency-difference and

second harmonic cases with similar results: Ak = 0 for significant power

transfer.

Sumrmary

The light wave produced from the second order polarization is of a

frequency which results from the mixing (either sum or difference) of

two input optical frequencies. There may be an infinite number of

input frequencies available (either by the overlapping of a large number

of beams or the generation of additional frequencies via the mixing

process) but a specific frequency, w 3 , is selected by meeting the

conservation of energy requirement (w = W1 + w2 , w3 = - W 2) and the

conservation of momentum requirement (Ak = 0) so the only significant

energy transfer occurs to the newly created beam at w3 and k3.

Third Order Nonlinear Principles

The concepts of nonlinear polarization, Maxwell's equations and

phase matching in the second order will now be extended to the third

order. Phase conjugation by degenerate four wave mixing is then a

special case of these third order concepts.

Third Order Nonlinear Polarization

Again, when E-fields superimpose in a nonlinear medium, the

polarization of that medium may be written as in equation (1):

P C Z X2EZ d Ei 0 j i Ej + 2 j k dijk Ej Ek

+ 4 Z Z Z I Ej Ek El +
J k I XijklE

The third order nonlinear polarization for the degenerate case is:
pNL 4 Z
. = jkl Ej Ek El  (46)

or for cases when more than one frequency E-fields are present:
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PNL = 4 E Z E E Z I E. WT EkuE (47)i j k 1 m p q Xijk lJ El

Expansion of the E. M EkwP E1 
w q term gives:

Ej m(t) EkwP(t) Elwq(t) = (1/8){Aj" Ak P Au q  exp[i(w m + P + Uq)t]

+ m A kP AlWq exp[i(wm + Wp - Uq)t]
"jAn AkwP* Al q expi(Wm W p + Wq)t]

" A.WM A k p* AlI q* exp[i(w m _ Up - U)q)t]

+ A u" AkP A Iwq exp[-i(um + wp - Uq)t]

+ AjLT1 AkWP* Aw q ep[_i(wm + Wp - Wq)t]

" A A kwp A 1w q " exp[-i(w m - Up + Uq)t]

+ A Ak wP* A I q- exp[_i(w m + Up + Wq)tl

(48)

Thus, the frequency components of the third order nonlinear polarization

are:

P. NL (t) = E Z p.wm + wp + wq(t) + p.lum + wp - wqI(t) (49)1 m pq 1 1

The expansion of the first component yields:
Pwm + fp + wq(t) = Z Z A jWmA PA wq expji(w + w + W )t]

P j l.. I ijkl k I xp[p q

+ A.m* A WP*A wq*  L.(w + w )t]
+ k expiw m  p q

(50)

where
K = 3 if Wi, W and wq are different

= 3/2 if two of wm, w p, or w q are same, one different

= 1/2 if wmr, W p and wq are all the same

the values of K result from an expansion of equation (47) similar to

that for the sum-frequency and second harmonic cases in the previous

chapter. The amplitudes are:

P.(wm + wp + wq) = 2K A A wPAwq
I j klIXijkl j k 1

Pi(wm + wp + q)* = 2K j Z I  AjU-r'" A wP* Alwq* (51)
1 j kl1Xijkl j k 1

The other components yield:
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p. wm + wp q (t)
1

= K k A w  A 1 I "*exp[i(wm + U - w )t]
j k I Xijkl [Aqwm A wP A I P q

+ AjWmP A wP* A wq exp[-i( + )t]
k I m +p Wq

(52)

where the amplitudes are:

pIwm + wp -wq 2K A wm A p A 'q*
Sj k I Xijklj k 1

Iwm +p - wqI* = 2 Z Z Z (53)
i j k I Xijkl Aj k 1

Just as with the second order nonlinear polarization, any number of

electric fields may superimpose in a medium and their frequencies may be

mixed via the nonlinear susceptibility of the medium. For third order

nonlinear polarization, however, the fields are considered three at a

time to produce a polarization frequency component which is some

combination of sums and differences of those three frequencies. The

amplitude of such a component is given by the preceding equations and

dependent on the third nonlinear susceptibility, Xijkl"

The Wave Equation

Just as in the second order case, the nonlinear polarization will be

a stimulus for which the response is an electromagnetic wave. The wave

equation developed from Maxwell's equations, equation (21), is in the

following form:

[ -i[k3x aA i 3 (r)/ax + k a3y 3Aiw3(r)/ay + k3 z aAi w3(r)/az]

- (1/2)1k 3 12 Ai 3(r)}exp [i(w3 t - k3.r)]i[kx 8Ai +r)S k 3y k 3z

(Wax+ 8Ai "'(r)/ay + k3 Ai w3* (r)/z]

- (1/2)1k 31 2 Aiw3* (r)) exp[-i(w3 t k3 . r)]

PO(i w0 32 /2) {Ai w 3 (r) exp [i(w3 t - k3.r)] - Aiw3*(r) exp[-i(w3 t - k3.r)]}

- (1 0 CW32/2) {Aiw3 (r) exp[i(w 3t -k3.r) + AiW3*(r) exp[ -i(w3t - k3.r)])
+ P0 a2  P 'w3 (rt)/3t 2

The third order nonlinear polarization with conservation of energy
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condition, w3 = Wi + w2 - W04 9 is:

p.w3 =wl + w2 - 4 (rt) = 3 z z E Xik AWl(r) A w2(r) A w4* (r)

exp{i[(w I + w2 -w4)t - (k + k2 - k4 )'rl}

Aol*(r) Al1 4(r)+ A w1 r Akw 2* (r)A (r

exp {-i[(w 1 + W 2 - W4 )t -(k, + k2- k4 )'r11}

(54)

then:

2p w3 = wi + w2 - w4(r,t)/at
2

-(Wi +w2 - w 4 ) 2 P3 = wi + 2W4(rt)

(55)

Equating terms synchronous with exp(i 3t) from either side of the

wave equation gives:

{-i[k 3x A Ai 3(r)/ax + k3y @Aw 3 (r)/@y + k3z AiW3(r)/3z]

_ (1/2)1k 3 12 Ai w3(r)} exp(-ik 3'r)

=i ow3/2 - P0 r w3
2/2) AiW3 (r) exp(-ik3r)

3 0 w32 ZZZijki AjW1 ( r ) Aw 2 ( r ) Aw 4 * (r)
3x[-~ j k 2 I 4)'r k5I

Since Ik3 1
2 = w3

2 
P0 c, then: exp[-i(k 1 + - k4)r] (56)

k3x aAiw
3 (r)/ax + k3 y Ai w3y(r)/3y + k3, 3Ai

3 (r)/az

= (-P0 ow3/2) Aiw3 (r)

- i 3 0 w3  k 1 Xijkl (r ) Ak w 2(r) A1 
4 *(r)

exp[-i(k1 + k 2 - k 4 - k 3 )'r] (57)

Similarly equating terms synchronous with exp(-iw 3t) gives:

k 3x aA.w
3 "(r/x + k 3y aAiW

3 (r)/ay + k3z 8AiW
3 (r)/az

( (- WO °w3/2) Aiw
3* (r)

+ i 3 w0 w 32 Z Z Z .jwi*, ,.) w2", ,. w4, (r
+ j k I Xijkl Aj(r)Ak 1r)AI (r)

exp[i(k1 + k2 - k4 - k3 )'r] (58)

Similar developments can be made for other sum and difference
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frequency combinations.

Summary

Just as in the second order, the third order nonlinear polarization

wave produced by the mixing of electric fields in a nonlinear medium

gives rise to a new E-field (and, thus, a new light wave). The

amplitude of this new field can be determined using the wave equation

and, under conservation of energy conditions, the frequency of the light

wave is the same as that of the polarization wave.

Phase Matching

Again, just as in the second order development, a condition for high

energy transfer from the input waves to the produced wave will be

developed. The conservation of energy condition, w 3 = W1 + W2 - W49

will again be considered. Equations (57) and (58) give the amplitude

relationships.

The two assumptions made in the second order development are again

made: the medium is transparent at w3, therefore, =--0; and the input

beams are not significantly depleted by the mixing process so:

@A . (r)/a = 3Akw2 (r)/ax = 8Al4(r)/x = 0 (59)

with similar expressions for y, z and the conjugates. Then:

A. l (r) A. wi A Wl*(r) = A. l*

J J I I

Ak w2(r) Akw2 Ak w2*(r) = Akw 2*

AI (r)A I "(r) A (60)

Equation (57) becomes

k 3x Ai30(r)/ax + k3y 3A.
3(r)/3y + k3z aAiw

3 (r)/azkwx w2k y 4

= -i 3 i0 w32 1 k 1 A Ak A exp(-iAkr) (61)
j k I ijkl j

where Ak = k + k2 - 4 - k3. The solution to equation (61) is assumed

to be in the form:
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Ai 3(r) = K exp(-i Ak-r) + C

then:

8Ai 3 (r)/@x = -iAk K exp(-iAk'r)

with similar expressions for y and z. Equation (61) becomes:

-i K (k'k 3 ) exp(-iAk'r) = -i 3 PO w 2 Z Z E3 0 3j k I Yijkl

A wI Akw2 A1
w4 * exp(-iAk'r) (62)

so the constant, K, is in the form:

3W0 w32 2 : Awl Ak w2 Aw4*

k A1 i!_

K =0- -w-- A A _ jl 1-
Ak° k3  (63)

Again, as in the second order, if there is no interaction length

within the medium, no nonlinear polarization occurs and no new wave can

be produced:

Aiw3(0,0,0) = 0 K + C

C =-K

The solution to equation (61) is:

Ai w3(r) = K[exp(-i Ak'r) - 1] (64)

By similar development, the conjugate solution is:

A.3 *(r) = K* [exp(iAk.r) - I] (65)

where 2 Z I Awl*Aw Aw 4

K = ------ _j k - i -i----A - ---

Akk 3  (66)

Again, from Poynting's Theorem (2:13), the ith mode power/unit area

at w3 , at some interaction length, k3L (in the direction of the wave,

k3) , is given by:
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pi0 /area = (i/2)(c/0 )1/2Ai0(k 3xL, k3yL, k3zL)

Aii 3(k3xL, k3yL, k3zL)

= (L2/2) (c/pO)1/2 "02 w32

I Z Z IA.wl A w2 Aw4*)

(j k 1 Xijkl k
Z Z X A * Ak w2* Al14 )(j k I × iA

[sin2 (Akk 3 L/2)/ (Ak'k3 L/2) 
2  (67)

Again, the power in the response wave (at w3) is maximized when the

argument of the (sin x)/x term approaches zero. This implies Ak'k3 = 0

and, therefore, the conseivation of momentum condition, Ak = 0.

Similar developments may be made for other sum and difference input

frequencies with similar results.

Summary

As in the second order case, the light wave produced via the third

order nonlinear polarization is of a frequency which is the result of

mixing three input frequencies (in some sum or difference combination)

meeting the conservation of energy condition. The direction of

propagation of this wave, k3 is determined by meeting the conservation

of momentum condition, Ak = 0, so that energy transferred to this newly

created beam is significant.
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III. Optical Phase Conjugation by Degenerate Four Wave Mixing (A Third
Order Nonlinear Process)

In the previous chapter, the third order concepts of nonlinear

polarization, Maxwell's wave equation and phase matching were developed.

A special case of these third order concepts, optical phase conjugation

by degenerate four wave mixing, will now be described.

Figure 4 shows the geometry to be considered. E and E2 are

counterpropagating, non-depleted pump beams. E is the probe beam and

Ec is the conjugate of the probe. It is shown that in order to meet

phase match conditions, the conjugate and the probe must also

counterpropagate. Expressions for the amplitudes of the conjugate and

probe, which extract energy from the pumps, are also derived.

EEl

E
p

E -c

z= / z=L

E 2

Figure 4. Geometry of phase conjugation by four wave mixing (3:29).

Third Order Polarization

The polarization of the nonlinear medium due to the superposition of

the four electric fields is given by equation (1):

P. = C E. + 2 d EE + 4 x.E.. El+
1 Oj ij J j k ijk Ek j kE ijkl 1

The third order nonlinear polarization, equation (46), is:

p kNL I ijkl EjE 1
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The total electric field consists of the four superimposed fields so

that:
Pi= 4 w2 +ZEEWP +E.ia2

P j kIXijkl (E +E + E'P + E'C)

(E k l 2 Ekw2 + EkWp + EkC)

(E 1  + E1 2 + EI P + E1 C)
= 4 Z Z Z Z E. m E w n EWq (8

where j k 1 m n q XijklEj Ek E1  (68)

j, k and 1 = x, y or z

m, n and q = 1, 2, p or c

(The expansion of equation (68) yields 1728 terms!)

The product of the E-fields in equation (68) can be further expanded

as follows:

EjWm Ekwn E I = (1/2) {Aj0wm(r) exp[i(wmt - kin. r)]

+ A.War"(r) exp[-i(w mt - k .r)]}

(1/2) {Akn(r) exp[i(wnt - kn.r)]

+ Akwn (r) exp[-i(wnt - kn r)]}

(1/2) {AIwq(r) exp[i(w qt - k qr)]

+ A Iq(r) exp[-i(w qt - k -r)]} (69)

(The expansion of equations (68) and (69) yields 13,824 terms!)

Thus the polarization contains many frequency components. However,

the conservation of energy condition of interest here is

Wc = 1 + w2 - wp so the frequency components of the nonlinear

polarization at w c are singled out:

Pwc = wl + w2 -wP(rt) = 3 Z E E W 2 A P*(
P j k 1 Xijkl j k AIPr)

expli(wI + w2 -w p)t - (k, + k2 - k p)- r]

+ A A w2* A wP(r)
+ k 1

expt-i[(wI + w 2 - wp)t -(k + k2 - kp).r]}}

(70)
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pi WC = Wc + wm - Wm (r,t = 3 Xj k 1 Xijkl

IA jc(r) A k 'm(r) Al1 U11*(r)

exp[i(Wct - k' r)]

+ A wc*(r) Ak X"(r) AIwm(r)

exp[-i(W ct - kc-r)]) (71)

1 wl* ,  w 2 w2* are not
where m = 1, 2, p or c, and A , A. ? Ak an a r

functions of r because of the non-depleted pump assumption. The

amplitudes of the polarization wave are (as in equation (53)):

(Wc)(r) = 6 Z I I AW A W 2 A wP*(r)
i j k I Aijk l k 2

6 .Z Z ZZ X AjL c ( r ) Aku n (r) A1Um"' ( r )

P.(Lx)*(r) = 6 Z Z Z A W1- w-'-AIRP(r)

Sjk I Xijkl j k I

A ( (72)
j k 1 m ijkl r) r) Akr)

The Wave Equation

The wave equation developed from Maxwell's equations, equation (21),

is in the following form:

{-ii~k c 3A -(r)/ax + kcy 3A.(r)/ay + kcz aA. c(r)/@z]

- (1/2) Ik1 2 A i.(r)} exp[i(c t- kc 'r)]

+ {i[kcx aA "C*(r)/ax + kc y aA" C* (r)/ay + kcz 3Ai C*(r)/az]

- (1/2) Ikc2Ai j'(r) exp[-i(Wct - k cr)]

= (i Po o c/2) {Ai.t (r) exp[i(wct - kcr)]

- Ai . c * (r) e.p[i(wct - k cr)])

- (P0 c w c2/2) tAi"c(r) exp[i(wct - kc r)]

+ A.c*(r) exp[-i(wct - k "r)]

+ PO a2Pi
wc (rt)/at2  (73)

Frcxn equations (60) and (71):

32 P i 'r't)/atw2 =-W 2Pi C(r,t) (101)

The same simplifying assumption made in the previous chapter is made

here: the medium is transparent at wc so that a = 0. Then, using
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k 12 = W c2 0 E, terms on either side of equation (73) synchronous

with exp(i wc t) can be equated:

-i[kcx 3A'wc(r)/3x + kcy @A' C(r)/@y + k cz @A'"c(r)/az] exp(-i kc r)

= - 0 '2 P c(r,t)

k 3A. WC(r)/3x + k aAjw°C(r)/-a . + k AwC(r)/az
CX 1 cy 1 CZ 1

-i 6 ,0  c2 iZ Z I W1 Akw2 AlOP*( r)= i6 0 c 'j k I Xijkl Aj k

exp[-i(kI + k2 - kp- kc)-r]

+ A w. )Awr~)AGr (r) (75)j k 1 m Xijkl A Aj'(r) AIT'(r)}

Since E(r,t) and E2(r,t) are counterpropagating, kI + k2 = 0

(2:555). (For an argument when k, + k2 , 0, consult Reference 6 (pages

30-33).) Then, if kc = - kp (the conjugate is counterpropagating to the

probe), the exponential in equation (75) may be set to unity.

Another simplification made toward achieving a solution is: the

amplitudes of the pumps are much greater than that of the probe or

conjugate:

AkW1 AI W1  + Akw2 AIw2- >> AkwP(r) AI wP (r) + Aw (r) Awc(r) (76)

Then, equation (75) reduces to:

kcx aAiwc (r)/ax + kcy A')C(r)/ay + kcz 3A'wC(r)/az

-i 6 kO wc2 Z Z Z Ai Aw2 (r)
j k I Xijkl A A I

+ A. C(r)[Ak1 A1 + Ak w2 A w
2 ]

(77)
The third simplification made is: since EC(r) and E&P(r) are the

only terms which are a function of position and they are a

counterpropagating pair, let both travel in z, only. Then, equation

(77) becomes:

dAiwr(z)/dz = _i6c (Wo/) 1 / 2  z c A A1  AkW? .AWp*(z)j k 1 Xijkl Akik 1
+A jwc(z)[Akwl I w*+ A1k w 2 2*} (78)

The final simplifying assumption is: often, one Xijkl will be much
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p

greater than any of the others in the tensor. Assume the fields here

are polarized along the appropriate axes to take advantage of that

(3)dominant susceptibility, X . Equation (78) becomes:

dAwc(z)/dz = -i 6 wc (WO,! )1/2 X(3 ) [Awl Aw2 Awp"(z)

+ AwC(z) (IAw112 + IA I2)] (79)

(3:31)

rBy a similar development, the equation for eP(z) is:

dAwP(z)/dz = i6 w(P 0/e)1/2 (3)[Awl Aw2 AWC*-

+ Awp(z) (IAwlj2 + IAw2l2)] (80)

(3:30)

Solutions for the Amplitudes of the Probe and Conjugate

Assume the forms of the solutions to equations (79) and (80) to be:
AwC(z) = AC'(z) exp[-i 6 1( 0/c)i/2 ×(3) ( Aew1 2 + Ae212)z ]

AP(z) = Aw-(z) exp[i 6 w(wO/c)/ 2 X(3 ) (IAwll2 + IA w22)z] (81)

then:

dec(z)/dz = (dec'(z)/dz) exp[-i 6(PO/I)1 / 2 X(3) (lAwl 1 2 + JAW 2 l2)z]

-i 6 w(P0 /C) 1/2 X(3) (IAli 2 + lAw212) Awc(z)

dAeP(z)/dz = (dAP'(z)/dz) exp[i 6 w(GJ0/C)1 / 2 X(3 ) (IAwl 2 + Aw2 12 )z]

+ i 6 w( 0k/)l/ 2 X( 3 ) (IAwlI 2 + lAw 2 12) AWp(z) (82)

(3:33)

Inserting equations (82) into equations (79) and (80) gives:

-i 6 w(w0 /E) X( 3 ) Awl Aw2 AwP*(z)

= dAwc'(z)/dz exp[-i 6 wo 0/c)) 1 / 2 X (3) (lWl 2 + w2A 2 )z]

dAwc'(z)/dz = -i 6 w(p0 /c) 1/2 X(3) Awl A 2 AwP'*(z)

= pA'*(z) (83)

and:
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i 6 w(P0/C)l/
2 X(3 ) Awl Aw2 A *(z)

= dAWP'(z)/dz exp[i 6 w(P 0/E)1/ 2 x (3) (IAwl 2 + iA 2 2)z]

dAuP'(z)/dz = i 6 Wo)1/ 2 ×(3) el e2 Awc,*'z)

= -i xAwc'*(z) (84)

where

x= -6 w(iO/E2) AW1 Aw2

Note in equation (81) that the primed notation merely represented a

phase shift. This phase shift will be inconsequential so the primed

notation is dropped here. Then, equations (83) and (84) become:

dA r(z)/dz = i x AuV"(z)

dAwP(z)/dz = -i )t A"--*(z) (85)

(2:556, 3:36).

Yariv gives the solution to equations (85) (2:556, 3:36) as:

AwP(z) = Aw(O) cos[IxI (z - L)]/cos(IRIL)

A"r(z) = i A P*(O) )t* sin[IxI (z - L)]/(IxI coslxIL) (86)

using as boundary conditions that E P(O) is finite and E c(L) = 0. The

value of the probe wave at the output plane is given by:

A'P(l) = A"P(O)/cos( IRIL) (87)

whereas the value of the conjugate wave reflected at the input plane

is:

A'c(0) = -i AD*(O) (1'/W) tan ( HL) (88)

Figure 5 represents equations (86), (87) and (88) graphically.
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P

P'0UTT

C L

Figure 5. Intensities of the probe and conjugate waves in phase
conjugation by degenerate four wave mixing (2:559, 3:37).

Sumnary

Optical phase conjugation by degenerate four wave mixing was shown

to be a special case of the third order nonlinear processes discussed in

the previous chapter. By applying the concepts of nonlinear

polarization and the wave equation, it was shown that the probe and

conjugate must counterpropagate to achieve phase match conditions and

significant energy transfer from the pumps to the probe and conjugate

waves. Finally, expressions for the amplitudes of the probe and

conjugate as functions of position in the nonlinear medium were derived.
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IV. The Photorefractive Effect

Introduction

The previous chapter showed that optical phase conjugation was

possible by degenerate four wave mixing in which the conjugate light

wave was generated by the third order nonlinear polarization of the

medium. The amplitude of this polarization is directly proportional to

the third order nonlinear susceptibility of the medium and the amplitude

of each of the incident electric fields (equation (72)).

Table 1 lists the dominant third order susceptibilities for some

exemplary media. Because the magnitude of these susceptibilities is very

small, high intensity incident light is required to drive the medium

into nonlinearity and produce phase conjugation. Therefore, an

alternative technique for producing optical phase conjugation with lower

intensity incident light would be desireable. Such a technique is

through the use of photorefractive crystals.

Table I

Examples of third order nonlinear susceptibilities, X , at a
wavelength of 694 nm (2:554) xyyx

X. wIx - W, ,W -W

Material n (10- 4MKS)

CS, 1.612 441
C6 4  1.454 6.2
Fused quartz 1.455 1.5
YAG 1.829 7.41
Benzene 1.493 68.9
LSO glass 1.505 2.26
ED-4 glass 1.557 2.8
SF-7 glass 1.631 9.8
BK-7 glass 1.513 2.26
LaSF-7 glass 1.91 12.4

The interference of the (coherent) pump and probe beams (a.k.a.
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"write" beams) in a photorefractive crystal causes a spatially

sinusoidal distribution of intensity as shown in Figure 6-a. A

photorefractive crystal contains various sites in its lattice which

accept and hold electrons with a low thermal probability of excitation.

(The origin of these sites is uncertain. They may be naturally occurring

impurities, doped impurities or defects in the crystal.) Under

illumination, these charges are freed and the movement of either

electrons or holes (depending on the crystal) occurs until the charge is

retrapped in an area of the crystal that is not illuminated. In Figure

6-b, the location from which charges left corresponds to the

interference maxima of Figure 6-a and the location where they are

retrapped, to the interference minima.

I I

I(x) j I a) Intensity

I i
I I I

W ^ I b) Charge separation

( I \ - (holes are carriers)

/ c) Electro-static field
E W (positive referenced

I to the left)

6n~)
{ 

W d)Change in

S I( refractive index

Figure 6. Illustration of the photorefractive effect (4:422)

The separation of opposite charges, either electrons or holes

(whichever is the carrier) and the ions left behind, causes an

electro-static field to form (Figure 6-c). This field modulates the
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index of refraction of the crystal through the linear electro-optic

(Pockel's) effect (Figure 6-d) (2:223,226).

For this "photorefractive effect", the electric field driving the

nonlinearity of the crystal is the created space charge field. The

magnitude of this field is proportional to the modulation index of the

interfering beams. Since the modulation index is dependent on relative

intensities rather than the incident intensity of either beam, phase

conjugation can be produced from lower intensity incident light.

Phase conjugation in photorefractive crystals, then, differs from

that of degenerate four wave mixing in that rather than being dependent

on the INTENSITY of the incident beams, it is dependent on the RELATIVE

intensity of the pump and probe beams.

Two models describing the photorefractive effect are Feinberg's

Hopping Model and Kukhtarev's Solid State Model. Feinberg's model is

based on the idea that a charge "hops" from site to site in the crystal

and develops the probability of this charge movement. Kukhtarev's model

is a more standard solid state development of charge transport.

Both models' solutions for a given sinusoidal illumination with

small modulation index are a sinusoidal space charge field of the same

spatial frequency as the illumination but out of phase with it. This

space charge field is the basis for the development of "two beam

coupling" and diffraction efficiency expressions in later chapters.

Feinberg's Hopping Model

The Model Itself

The "hopping" model is based on the idea that a charge may occupy

any of a large number of sites in the crystal lattice. When the crystal

is not illuminated, a charge is bound to a site. However, under
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illumination, the charge is given enough energy to free it from any one

site and it is free to "hop" from site to site. When the charge is

re-bound at another (dark) site, the separation of the charge and the

ionized site left behind causes an electro-static field to be set up

which will modulate the index of refraction of the crystal.

Assumptions which are implicit in the model are:

1. Typical photorefractive material: charge is bound deep in a site in

darkness but is free to hop to another site under illumination. (5:1298)

In other words, the charge cannot be thermally excited enough to hop from

site to site. The implication of this is that once a grating is formed

in the crystal, if the crystal is kept in darkness the grating will

remain indefinitely. Although the grating does persist in darkness, it

does eventually decay. (5:1297)

2. The number of sites that these charges can occupy is much greater

than the number of charges available (5:1298). Thus, the model does not

account for saturation effects. A charge is assumed to always have a

place to migrate to.

3. The number of charge carriers excited into the conduction band is

proportional to the incident intensity. Therefore, the hopping rate is

also proportional to the intensity (5:1298).

Definitions necessary before setting tip the model are:

W n= probability that a site at position x n is filled

dIW /dt = probability per second of hopping into that site

Then:
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dWn/dt probability that the mth site is filled and the charge has

enough energy to hop to the nth site (and the nth site is

open) minus the probability that the n th site is filled and
th

the charge has enough energy to leave (and the m site is

open).

I m Wrm exp[C q (Di - n )/kB T] (1 - Wn)

- 1n 1n exp[C q ( 0 - m)/kB T] (1 - W)

where

In(m) = Intensity at site n(m)

C = Constant to assure model obeys statistical mechanics

q = Charge (Note that it is a positive charge in this form. It would

be -q for an electron.)

Dn(m) = Potential at site n(m)

kB = Boltzmann's constant

T = Lattice temperature

If the number of sites is much greater than the number of charges,

then Wn(m) << 1 and the rate equation becomes:

dWn/dt = D [I W exp(C 5 nD I Wmexp(C A )] (89)n m mn n n nM mm mn

where

D mn= Constant of proportionality

B = q/(kB T)

Snm(mn) =  n(m) - 0m(n)

To determine C, under uniform intensity, the probability that a site is

filled should be the same for all sites:

Wn exp(B 0n ) = Wm exp(5 PM)

Wn / Wm = exp(B 0nto) (90)

and the probability of movement should be zero:

dW n/dt = 0 (91)
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Then, from equations (89) and (91):

W exp(C B (Dm) = Wm exp(C ( n

Wn / Wm = exp(2C n) (92)

Therefore, from equation (90):

C = 1/2

(5:1298)

The model is expressed mathematically as (5:1298):

dW/dt = - E D [W I exp((B 4n/2) - W Imexp(B IDn/2)] (93)n m mn n n rim m m

Solution to the Model

More assumptions made to achieve a solution to the model are:

4. Sites are equally rather than randomly spaced. The rms distance

between sites is 1 (5:1299). This allows:

X = X + 1 (94)

5. There are many adjacent sites (and hopping opportunites) within each

spatial wavelength (kl << 1). This allows:

Dmn = 0 except for nearest-neighbor sites

= D for nearest-neighbor sites. (95)

This removes the summation from the hopping probability equation.

(5:1299)

The model is now in the form:

W n /dt = -D [Wn In exp(B In/
2) - Wm Imexp(-B n/2)] (96)

Consider this special case: Two light waves interfere as in

Figure 7. The electric field of each wave can be written as (5:1298):

E, = E1 el exp(ikl'x)

E2 = E2 e2 exp(ik2"x) (97)

and the interference as (5:1299):

In(m) = GO [1 + m cos k'xn(m)] (98)
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where

GO = EI 2 + 1E2 1
2

m = modulation index

2 E 2 2  e1 e2 */G0

= G/G0

k kI-k2

Further assumptions toward a solution are:

6. Small modulation conditions will only be considered (5:1299):

m << 1 (99)

Ac
El

Figure 7. Orientation of interfering beams and crystal (5:1298)

7. The form of the solutions (following the form of the interference

above) is (5:1299):

Wn = WOn + Re W exp(ik'xn)

(n = %On + Re D exp(ik'xn) (100)

where

Won = Unmodulated probability site n is filled

DOn = Potential due to external or intrinsic fields (everything but

charge migration)

W = Charge distribution amplitude

0= Potential distribution amplitude

Kukhtarev will show assumption 7 is good if assumption 6 already exists.

However, both Feinberg's and Kukhtarev's models are often extended to

cases where the modulation index approaches unity and the resulting
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field is still assumed to be spatially sinusoidal following the

interference fringes. The field may not be sinusoidal under such

conditions. This problem is addressed to some extent in the development

of Kukhtarev's model.

Equations (100) are not independent. From Poisson's equation

(6:164):

V - D = pv q (101)

where

D = Electric displacement vector

= E c'E

C0 = Permittivity of free space

c = Static dielectric tensor

E= - V ¢

V = ik (for plane waves)

qoV = Charge distribution

-pWq

= Average density of sites (number per unit volume)

Then, the charge and potential di.tributions are related by:

-ik-ctik D = p q W/ 0

~Q~k 2  (102)(P= p q W/c co k2(1)

(5:1299)

Final simplifying assumptions made toward achieving a solution are:

8. First order series expansion of exponential will, be used (5:1299):

exp(B n/2) = 1 + B Dn/2 (103)

This is reasonable since B - 1/40 eV at room temperature, typical

internal fields are < 50 kV/cm and 1 -. 1/106 cm so B nm/2 << 1.

The hopping probability equation (96) becomes:
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d/dt [W0 + Re W exp(ikxn)] =-D.[W0 + Re W exp(ik'xn)]

[G0 + Re G exp(ik'xn)]

11 + (B/2) [A( 0 + Re 0 exp(ik-xn)

- Re D exp[ik'(x n + i)]I

- {W0 + Re W exp[ik'(x n + i)]}

{G0 + Re G exp[ik'(xn + 1)]}

Ji - (B/2) AO + Re 0 exp(ik-xn)

- Re D exp[ik'(x n + i)]}}} (104)

where

"0= ('On - O

Equating synchronous terms [in exp(ik'xn)] from both sides (5:1299):

dW/dt = -D {(W0 G0 + W G/2)(B D/4)[1 - exp(ikl)]

+ (W0 G/2 + W G0/2)(1 + BA 40/2) + (W G/4)(B 0/4)

[1 - exp(-ikl)]

+ (W0 G + W G/2)(B D/4)[1 - exp(ikl)]

- (/0 G2 + W G0/2) exp(ikl) (I - B A 0/2)

+ (W G/4) exp(2ikl) (B P/4)[1 - exp(-ikl)]} (105)

After expanding the exponentials to their second order (reasonable given

assumption 5):

exp(ikl) = 1 + ikl - (kl)2/2 (106)

and making the substitutions:

w = Normalized charge wave amplitude

= w/W0

m = G/G 0

Feinberg gives the final form as (5:1299):

dw/dt -D Go [(w + m)(k 2 12 - ikl BA (O ) + 0 k2 12 ]

2
-[(w + m)( 2o + iaf) + w] (107)

where
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F Characteristic hopping rate

DG0k02 1
2

ko Characteristic wave vector

= [(P W0 q2 1( EO kB T)'/ 2]

- Normalized grating wave vector

= k/k0

f = Uniform e-field strength normalized by the characteristic field

= -A 0/(1 f0 )

f = Characteristic field

= k0 kB T/q

The solution to this differential equation (107) is:

dw

- - - - - - --2 ---- - Tdt
w(a +1+ if) + m(a + iaf)

exp[-r ( 2 + 1 + iaf) t] - m ( 2 + iaf)
w =  2

a + 1 + icif

(108)

or solving for the potential amplitude, 0, using equation (102):

W0 o q [exp[-F ( 2 + I + iaf) t] - m ( 2 + iaf)]

E E0 k2 ( 2 + 1 + iaf) (109)

Electric Field Modulating the Index of Refraction

In the linear electro-optic effect, the index of refraction of a

crystal may be modulated by an internal dc electric field. In

photorefractive crystals, this (space charge) E-field is the (negative

of the) gradient of the quasistatic potential due to internal charge

migration.

From equation (109), the steady state solution for the potential

amplitude is:
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-W0 1 q m (a 2 + iaf)

-f 0 m a + if

k a + 1 + iaf (110)

The space charge field, ESC, is (5:1304):

ESC(X) = -v D(x)

= -V [0 + Re D exp(ik'x)]

a + if
= i k f0 m (---------- ) exp(ik'x)]

a+ 1 + iaf (iii)

Note that the space charge field should be in the direction of k given

the form of the potential (equation (100)).

Since this is a complex expression, it may be expressed in

magnitude-phase form. The significance of this form is evident in later

chapters where the diffraction efficiency and phase conjugate

reflectivity are dependent on the magnitude of ESC and the energy

transfer in steady state two beam coupling is dependent on the phase

shift between the grating and the intensity fringes.

The amplitude of the space charge field is given by:
2 f2

IF, fi/----------- 2
k (a + 1) + (f)

m E 0  11
(E m q q +E 2  (112)

where

E = Limiting value of the space charge fieldq
= f o/c

= 0 W0 q/(E co k) (Proportional to the trapped charge density)
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b

ED = Diffusion field (assumed parallel (or antiparallel) to k)

f0a

=kB T k/q

E = Applied field (also assumed parallel (or antiparallel to k)

= f fo

To find the phase shift, , between the space charge field and the

intensity interference pattern, the space charge field is separated into

its real and imaginary parts:

-f + i
E SC(x) a -7-----

a + 1 + iaf

f + ia (I + a2 + f2)

a --------2------- --
(a + 1) + (af) (113)

¢ = tan-  (1 + a2 + f2 )/f

1 EDE (+ 
2+ E02

= tan -- - -
E0 Eq (114)

With no applied field (E0 = 0), tan 4, = o, and the phase shift is IT/2.

As the applied field grows large (E0 = O), tan = , and the phase

shift is again, 7/2. Again, these forms are used in the papers

mentioned above.

The space charge field, then, can be written in the form:

FD2 + O2 1/
F(x) m E [ I-ED2 + EO2  ]1/2 Re exp(i) exp(ik'x)

q (ED + Eq) 2 + EO2  (115)

This is the form for the space charge field found in other papers

such as those by Fischer et al. (7:520), Valley and Klein (8:115), and

Gunter (9:252).

Modulated Optical Susceptibility

The space charge field causes a modulation of the optical

susceptibility, X(x), of the form:
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X(x) = Re X exp(ik'x) (116)

The derivation for the form of the amplitude of the modulated

susceptibility follows:

P PL + PNL
C 0o X

(1 E(W°) + 2 d'Esc'E(W°)

= CO k + 2 d'Esc/EO]'E(W) (117)

The electric displacement vector is:

D = O E + P

CO E
(W ) + C0 [X( I) + 2 dESC/Eo]E (W)

= CO [I + X(1) + 2 d.ESC/CO] E(W)

c cO [E + 2 d'EsC/C0]'E(- ) (118)

since :

= + X(1) (119)

but:

D = Co (b + Ab) -1E(W) (120)

where

b = Impermeability tensor

Ab = R .ESC

R = Linear electro-optic tensor

Therefore:

c + 2 d'Esc/P0 = (b + REsc)-  (121)

The first order series expansion of the right side is:

(b + R'Esc) - = b - 1 - b1 - R-Esc'b-I (122)

and:

= b (123)

Therefore:

2 d .ESc = -CR0 'R'ESC'c (124)

As shown earlier, the space charge field is related to the potential by:
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ESC(x) = -i k 1 exp(ik-x) (125)

so the amplitude of the modulated optical susceptibility, X, takes the

form (5:1299):

X = 2 d'ESC

= i E 0  c'R'k" c (126)

Summary

Feinberg et al. developed a model for the photorefractive effect

based on the probability that a certain site in the crystal lattice was

filled by a charge. The fruition of this model in the case of spatially

periodic illumination (interference fringes) shows the space charge

field set up in the medium for small modulation fringes is spatially

rsinusoidal with the same frequency as the illumination, amplitude given

by equation (113) and shifted in phase from the illumination with shift

given by equation (114). This field modulates the optical susceptibility

of the medium as given by equations (116) and (126).

Kukhtarev Solid State Model

Kukhtarev et al. (10:949-960) developed a model for the

photorefractive process based more in conventional solid state physics

than Feinberg's hopping model. Other papers such as Kogelnik

(11:2909-2945), Vahey (12:3510-3515), Fisher (7:519-521) and even

Feinberg (5:1297-1305) develop theories in which an initial assumption

is that the spatial distribution of electrons (and thus the index

grating) is proportional to the incident intensity pattern. Kukhtarev

clearly points out he makes no such assumption to begin with, yet, in

the end this is shown to be the case. (10:950).

Background to the Model

The same interference pattern as Feinberg considered is set up in

the crystal as in Figure 8. The incident waves, 2+1i0 are assumed to be
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polarized in the plane of incidence (10:951).

C

1 -10  1+1

0+1

y

1+10 Il

Figure 8. Geometry for formation of an index grating in
photorefractive crystals (10:951).

Probabilities considered when developing the model are:

Electron transitions from donors +

to conductivity band = (sI + B)(ND - ND ) (127)

where

s = Cross section of photoionization

I = Light intensity

=c E12 E1/2/(4T)

c = Velocity of light

c = High frequency dielectric constant

(I) = ith component of E which is a function of intensity through
the linear electro-optic effect

= i(1 + Ac. )

AG = rik C.L k(I) (i,k = x, y or z)

2 AP1

rik = Component of electro-optic tensor, R

Ek(I) = kth component of space charge field
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=. th component of refractive index (written as n in other
places and elsewhere in this paper)

- Rate of thermal generation

ND = concentration of donors

ND = Concentration of ionized donors

and

Ionized donors capturing electrons = YRnND+  (128)

where

R = Recombination constant

n = Concentration of carriers

(10:951)

The change in the concentration of carriers with time is given by:

dn/dt = dND+/dt - Vj/e (129)

where

dND+/dt = (sI + S)(ND - ND+ ) - RnND+

j = epn [E - (T/e)Vln n] + ple

e = Electronic charge

= Electron mobility

E = Electric field modulating the index of refraction

T = Temperature

pl = Photovoltaic current

p = Photovoltaic constant

e = Unit vector along c-axis

The wave equation is:

V2E + (1/c2 ) d2(cE)/dt2  0 (130)

(10:951)

The electric field of the two interfering beams may be written as:
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E= (4T/cc1/2) {+l 1+11/2 exp[i(O+l + kx - kzz)]

+ i /2 exp[i(-i -kx - kzz)]} (131)

where

e = Polarization vectors

k = Wave vector componentsx~z

D + 1 = Phases of interfering beams

(10:951)

The electron generation rate, including both thermal and

photo-generation, is given by:

f = B + sl

= (B + si0 )[1 + M0 cos 12k x + 4(z)I] (132)

where

10 =1+1 + I1-

M0 =2(I+111)
I/2 ( +l'e_ )/[Io(l + ad/op)]

= m/(1 + Od/Op)

m = Modulation index

2(1+i-l )I/ 2 cos(+l + 0_i)/1 0
Od/Cp = Ratio of dark and photo-conductivities

A= /(sI0 )

11(z) Phase difference of interfering beams

=+I - ¢-
D+1 -

(10:951-952)

Steady State Solution

The space-charge field, AE(x,I) is now solved for and shown to be

sinusoidal and proportional to the incident interference pattern.

In the case of linear recombination, there are more donors than free

carriers and more free carriers than the generation rate-recombination

ratio:
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ND, ND - NA >> n >> f/ R (133)

where

NA = Trap concentration

(10:952)

The spatial change in the E-field is given by:

dE/dx = [p/(ei)] d(i/n)/dx + (J/e ) d(l/n)/dx + (T 2/e) d
2 ln n/dx2

= (41e/E0)(NA - fND/-YRn)

E = [J/(epn)] + (T/e)dln n/dx + pl/(ewn) (134)

where

J = Constant current associated with the averaged e-field, <E>,
and applied voltage,V.

<E> = 1/df 0d E dx

= JR + V/d

d = Length of crystal in x-direction

R = Resistivity of external circuit

(10:952)

Case 1

If the space charge screening length, IT, and the length of electron

tightening by the external field, E0, IE, are much greater than the

fringe spacing, L:

IT, IE >> L (135)

where

IT = [co n T /(e
2 NA)J/2

iE = t0 E0 /(2eNA)

E0 = V/d

then the carrier concentration is:

n = ND(8 + sIO)/(NAYR)

= nd + np (136)
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and the space charge field is given by:

E = <E> + (4e/E o)[NA - fND/(YRn)]dx

= <E> - [21TeNA/(CO IkxI)] M0 sinl2kxX + O(z)

= <E> - Eq M0 sin 12kxX + O(z)l (137)

where

E q= Limiting value of the space charge field (comparable to
q Feinberg's limiting value).

= 2 eNA/(EOlkxI)

(10:952)

Thus, if the charge transport lengths are much longer than the

fringe spacing, the space charge field is sinusoidal and of the same
P

frequency as the interference fringes but shifted 7/2 from them. This

condition is analogous to Feinberg's r/2 shift for a very large applied

external field.

Case 2

If the space charge screening length, LT, and the length of electron

tightening by external field, 1E, are much less than the fringe spacing,

L:

IT, 1E << L (138)

then the carrier concentration is:

n = <n> j, + M cos [2kx + (z)]} (139)

where

<n> = Average carrier concentration (from crystal neutrality)

= ND (8+ slo)/(YRNA)

M = M0 (1 - T-

E = 'E/L

aiid the space charge field is given by:
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E = (J/epn) + (T/e) (d In n/dx) + [pl/(elpn)]

[J/(ep<n>)] - ED M sin [2kxX + O(z)] + E {1 + m cos [2kxX + o(z)]

1 + M cos [2k x + O(z)]x (140)

where

ED = Diffusion field (comparable to Feinberg's diffusion field

= 2k xT/e

E = Photovoltaic field
P

SPI0/(e<n>)

(10:953)

The average field, <E>, is found by averaging over one period after

making the variable substitution, = 2k x + 4(z):

<E> = 1/A f A E dx

= 1/(2r) r[J/(E rzn>)] J0 2(l + M cos )-Id

- ED' JO2  [(sin )/(1 + M cos )]d;

+ Epf 0  [(1 + m cos )/(l + M cos )]d }
= J/[ew<n>(l + M 2 ) 1/2 + E [m/m + (m - m)/[M( - m2 (141)

The current, J, is then:

J = e <n>(1 - M2 ) 1 / 2 {<E> - E p{.n/M + (M - m)/[M(1 - 2) 1 / 2 ]

= ep<n>(l - M2)I/2(<E> - E )
P

= aL E0  (142)

where

E = I m/M + (M - m)/[M( 2 - m21/2]}
P P

gE
p

a Transverse conductivity

= ep<n> (1 - M2)1
/ 2

<o> (1 - 2M2 ) 1 / 2

<a> = Average conductivity
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E0 = Effective field causing macroscopic current

= <E> - E
p

(10:953)

Equation (140) takes the form:
EO (I - M2) I/ 2 - ED M sin (2kxX +4)-+ EI[I - m cos(2kxx + I)]

------------------------------------------------ L------
1 + M cos(2k x + (143)

The Fourier series representation of this equation is in the form:

E = <E> + I En exp(i n 2k x) (144)

where

n = t 1, 2,

For which Kukhtarev gives the Fourier coefficients as:

En = [E0 + Ep(l - r/N)- iED] {[(I + M2 )1 / 2 
- J/MI n exp(i nD )

- AE {[(i + M2)l/2 - ]/M}n exp[i(nD + ¢)] (145)

when written in magnitude-phase form where

AE = Amplitude of electric field grating (comparable to Feinberg's
space charge field (equation (112))

= {[E 0 + E(p 0 - m/N)] 2 + ED2}1l/2

= Phase shift between the space charge field and interference
pattern (comparable to Feinberg's phase shift (equation (114)))

= tan -1 {ED/[Eo + Ep (i - m/M)])

(10:953)

If the Fourier series can be limited to first order, only, the

E-field will be spatially sinusoidal. This can be achieved if the term

[(1 + M2) - I]/M is small so raising it to any power other than unity

adds an insignificant contribution to the series.

For small modulation conditions, m, M0 and M are all sma " and:
lim [( + M2) - /M = 0(146)

so limiting the Fourier series to the first order is a good

approximation. As the modulation index, m, increases toward unity,
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however, M could also approach unity under the right conditions. In this

case:

limm>l [(1 + M2) - ]/M = .41421 (147)

which raised to the second, third and fourth powers are .17157, .07163

and .029437, respectively. These are by no means relatively

insignificant contributions.

It is possible to have small M even if the modulation index, m, is

unity, however. If the ratio of dark and photo-conductivities,

ad/Op = B/slo, is large, or if the space charge screening length, IT, or

the length of electron tightening by external field, IE, (which are

still assuned here to be much less than the fringe spacing, L) begin

approaching the fringe spacing, M can be reduced.

Electro-Static Field in Terms of Incident Intensity

The first order approximation of the Fourier series (equation (144))

will be considered appropriate by assuming small modulation, M << 1,

exists. Equation (145), in terms of the incident intensities, becomes:

E1 = [E0 + Ep (1- m/M) - iED ] (1 + M2)1/2 - 1]/M 2} exp(iO) 2 cos 20
(I+1I_ 1) 1/2 (1 - T - YE/Io

= [(I+1I_ 1)1 2/I0](A + iB) exp(i) (148)

where

lim- [(1 + M2) - 1]/M 2 = 1/2

A = [E0 + Ep (1 - m/M)] (1 - T - E)(Cos 20)/(1 + Gd/C p)

B = -ED) (cos 20) (1 - - E)/(1 + ad/p)

(10:954)

Index Grating

For certain crystal orientations, the index of refraction modulated

by the linear electro-optic (Pockel's) effect is given by (this is by no

means a general form, see Appendix A for specific examples):
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3
= noriginal ± (1/2) norig rappropriate E (149)

If the electric field, E, is in the form of equations (144) and (148),

the change in the refractive index takes the form:

An = +(1/2)norig 3 rapprop I<E> + [I+1I 1 )1/2/I10](A + iB)

exp[i(O + 2k xX)]

= ±(1/2)norig3 rapprop {<E> + [(I+1I_ 1)1/ 2 /10](A 2 + B2)

cos(2k x + 0 +

(150)

(10:954)

Summary

Without assuming it to be the case, Kukhtarev has shown the

space-charge field to be sinusoidally varying and proportional to the

incident interference pattern for small modulation index or charge

transport lengths greater than the fringe spacing. Assuming this field

to be sinusoidal may not be correct for conditions other than these and

must be looked at on an individual basis.

For the form of the modulated index of refraction given in equation

(149), the index grating is shown to be spatially sinusoidal and

proportional to the interference fringes, as well.

Summary

Both Feinberg and Kukhtarev developed models for the photorefractive

effect which, for spatially sinusoidally varying incident intensity and

under correct conditions such as small modulation, concluded the

electro-static field set up in the medium is also sinusoidal with the

same frequency as the interference fringes but shifted in phase from

them. This field then modulates the index of refraction of the medium.

It will be shown in a later chapter that diffraction off this index
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grating produces the phase conjugate of one of the input beams. The

usefulness of phase conjugation by the photorefractive effect is that

conjugation is possible with lower intensity incident light than by

degenerate four wave mixing.

In the photorefractive effect, the crystal is driven into

nonlinearity by the space charge field set up in the medium rather than

by the electric fields of the incident light as in four wave mixing.

Both Feinberg (equation (126)) and Kukhtarev (equation (151)) show that

the magnitude of the index grating is dependent on this field and the

elements of the linear electro-optic tensor, R. Table 2 lists the

elements of the electro-optic tensors of several media.
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Table II

Linear electro-optic coefficients, r (2:230-233)

Waelength Eiectro-opc Coefficients' Index of Dielecinc

A r, Retraction It' Comswt

Substance Symmeitrv W m) 10 2 m/V) ,(10" m/V) r (1

Cdre 3m 0 (T) r.- 4,5 n - 2.84 103 (S) e - ' 4

3 39 T) '. -68

106 (T) r', 68 n - 2.60 120

2335 (T) ., - 547 n - 2." 4

2795 r)I o-04 n - 253 82,

GaAs 43m 09 H,,-II n - 360 51 (Si e - 132

I 15 T) , - 143 n - 343 58 (TI - 123

3 39 (T) r 1, - 124 n - 3 3 45

106 ( TT) , 1 51 a - 33 54

GaP i3m 055-1 3 (T) '.,- -10 ,. - 366-3.08 IS) - 10

0633 SIr, - -097 m - 3 32 i5

I 15 (S) , - I 10 n - 3 10 3

3 39 (S) ',, - -097 
- 3.02 

'

$-ZnS 3m 04 1 T) ,- 1 n - 252 1 Ti - 16

,sphaen e( 05 ITi , - 81 - 242 (S E - 125

0 6 I T ,, - 2 I 
n - 2 3 6

0633 IS) r,, - 1 6 n - 2.35

339 (SI ., " -14

ZnSe 3m 0548 1T) r,, -20 " - 266 TI e - 9 1

0633 S) r, -20 n- 260 35 (S I

106 (T) r,- ' n - 39

ZnTr 43m 0589 T) r,, -451 n- 306 1T) ,-01

0616 (T) ,, - 42' - 301 Is) - 0

0633 T) , -404 4' - 299 108

(S) r,, "43

0690 (TI r,, - 39' -293

341 (T)I, 42 n - 270 83
106 (T) r, -3 n-270 7

B1 Oce .,, :3 0 60 (T I, -3-2n- .4

B3 0633 r,,-50 254

CdS 6mam 059'9 (I r., - 3 T" 4 , 20

c -2 9 03 ) 7.35

0633 (T). -16 Ti '-48 -2460 1Ti - ?033

n - 2477 S) , - 902

(T15 3T T,,-3 r) - 62 n -2320 SI , -9 53

(T) F, - 32 n - 2.336

(TI ,, - o0

339 (T) r,"-3S (T r -64 -22'6
(T) r,,- 29 1 - 2292

(T) ',, - 0

106 Ti r,-24 (TI " -5 24 2.6

IT, ',, - 2'S - 2.239

(T) ,,- 7

CdSC 6mm 339 SI ,-18 n -452 (T) , -9"0

i~~~~iT 4h " n 7 T 10 65(I r, ION3(I43- 2471 (SI ,, -9q33
(SI s, - 1020

ZnO 6mm 0633 (1 S r - 4 - 9I9 0
(SI r,- 26 -2006 =-,

339 SI , -096 -
IS) 09 1 *)2

S)I,- 1 9 91 6

a-ZnS 6mm 0633 (Si ,, -09 7 - 2347 Ti ,' - - -7

Iwurtzzme) I , - I 8 n - 2360 S - 8 7

P h .La , - m 0548 - ',, - 2320 n,.-2 55
(Ti,,,Zr,, iO,

(PLZ1-
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Table II (continued)

. avelengdh EJectro-opic Coffhicient'" Indcx of rlectnc
r,. Refraction Constanit

Substance Smmtrr A/.m) (I0 m W) I0 :m At. t

LilO I 0633 (SI , - 4 1 (Si r,,-64 . 30
(SI r4. - 14 (S) r, -

3 3  
- 1736'

A&,AsS 3m 0633 (S) ":r - 70 n. - 301
(Snr- 21 .- 71Y

LiNbO, 3m 063
3  

Ti -96 iTi r,, -66 .- 226 T -,. - '
iT - 1230'Ci iTi :-t, S) r.- 34 N -22( T i - 32

(Ti , - 30 q(,j r,- 30 (S) t- -43
(T)i, - 36 (Si r, -2 (St - - 26(r - 21 I

1 15 (T) -- 54 n. - 2229
Ti -19 -2150

33Q iTi 3 1 S) r,-2 2 13f6
T r- I (S) r-3 . - 20"3

Si" ',- 65

S)r, -23

LiTaO, 3m 0633 (Ti r,, -4 (S)r,,- 75 n -276 iT - - 51
iTi r,.- 305 (Si r,. - 3 180 iTi ,- 45
Ti - -02 (S r,- 20 (S, i - -41
Ti , -22 .5, r._ - I i52 t.- 43

I3 Sib-qSi, -45 n-2

IS1 r, - 15

iS ir.'03

AgoaS m2r 0633 iT ' -40 -
(T) -3, - 250-

CS,0AsO, 42m £, iT, r. - 146 , - .'2
iCDA, iT, r. 1(2 - 550

KH.PO, 
4

2m 0546 T r, n - 5115 T
(KDP T ,. .- I 469 (Ti i ,-21

0633 (T) r, n ,r - 50"74 (Si r - - 44

(T) r,, - 466Y (S) 21
39 (Th r, -9-

(Ti .r -

KD PO, 
4

2m (,546 iT, 1, - 266 k - 509 (T) -50
(Kr'P, (Ti,. -66 -(4663 (Si - -56

0633 (Ti r, - 24 1, - 1502 (Si 0
.7 -(462

(NHiH.PO, 
4
:2m 054(, (Ti r, - 2376 , - 15266 (T) t - 56

(ADP (Ti r., -656 - 1416 Ti, - 15

0633 (Ti 1, - 2341 n - ( 5220 (S) . - 56
(T) n?.,, - 276 n, - 1 4711 (S1,, - 14

(NH,)D,PO, 
4

2m 0633 (T) , - 40 n - (516
(AD*P) (Ti r,. - 10 n. - (415

BaTO. 4mm 0 546 (Ti r, - I64(i (S) r, -20 n - 43' (TI 3600
iT - 395 Ki (Ti - I0 (S - 23 n,- Z365 (T) t,- 135

KTa Nb, 0, 0633 (T) r,. - WW(T - 28i r. -2319
(KTNi.a -035 (Ti , - SOO(T - 26 i, - 2.277
(T - 4(1-60'Ci (Ti r,, - 3000 ( T - 16i n - 231F

(Ti r - 700 T - 16) n,- 221

Ba, :Sr,.Nb-O, 4mm 0633 (Tt r,.-6' (T, , 42 t .-2311' 1,- 340(1
iT - 395 Ki (Ti r, - 1340 Is - I(09n - 22W (15 MHu
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V. Steady State Two-Beam Coupling

The previous chapter described two theoretical models for the

photorefractive effect. In this chapter and the one following, various

figures of merit for the photorefractive effect are presented. These

figures of merit are important because they are a quantification of

those aspects of the photorefractive effect which play a significant

role in optical phase conjugation.

The first of these figures of merit is "two beam coupling". It has

been observed experimentally that when two beams write an index grating

in a photorefractive crystal and propagate through this grating, one of

the writing beams may experience a gain in intensity while the other

experiences a corresponding loss.

Initially, this coupling effect appears not to have a place in

phase conjugation. However, when self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors

are considered, two-beam coupling becomes an important issue.

Self-pumped phase conjugation occurs when a single beam is incident on a

photorefractive crystal. This beam is defocused (13:46-51) or "fanned"

in the crystal and reflected back to interfere with the original beam by

either external mirrors (14:689-691) or internal reflections off the

crystal faces (15:486-488). These reflected beams b -ome the pumps for

four wave mixing and get their energy from the original beam through

two-beam coupling (14:688-691)(15:486-488)(16:548,-553).

Two theories of two beam coupling are presented. The first is

developed from Feinberg's Hopping Model. The second assumes a sinusoidal

index grating exists in the medium due to modulation by the

electro-static field in an "index ellipsoid"-type argument. (See

Appendix A for details on the index ellipsoid.) Both theories show that
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as long as there is a phase shift between the interference fringes and

index grating, , increased intensity can occur for one of the writing

beams, with decreased intensity of the other, provided the crystal

orientation is correct.

Feinberg's Hopping Model

This derivation of an expression for two beam coupling is a

continuation of the development of the hopping model in the previous

chapter. Assumption 6 made in developing the model was that small

modulation conditions would only be considered (m << 1). The

implication of this is that one writing beam is much weaker than the

other. For this development, then:

Beam 2 >> Beam 1

The nonlinear polarization of the medium due to the modulated

susceptibility (equation (153)) and the superposition of the two

electric fields is:

PNL X" E

= x -[(E1/2)%1 + (E2/2) 2]

X- 2 E2/2 (151)

where, from equations (110) and (126), the susceptibility, X, is:

2
W0  q 2 E1 E2 e1'e2  a+ iaf

X = i 0 C --c--------------- --------------------
E C 0 k 1E11 + IE2 21 a + 1 + iaf (152)

(5:1300).

From Maxwell's equations, with o = 0 and the SVEA similar to

previous development, the wave equation is in the form:

kix aE1/ax + kly aE1/ay + klz 3E1/az

+ i 1k/ 2 12 - i PO E 2 E1/2 = (i P0 w2 E2/4) X'e 2

exp[i(kj-k 2 +k 2 -k 1)"x] (153)
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If there is no driving term (the nonlinear polarization) then:

klx 8E1 /8x + kly aE 1 /ay + klz aE/az = 0 (154)

But with the driving term, the modulated susceptibility, X, alters the

dispersion relation for k as (5:1300):

k, k1 (w) + k

k, 2  k 2 (w) + 2 kl(w).6k, + 6k,
2

22

k 2 (w) + 2 k1(w).6k1  (155)

if 6k1 << kl(w).

Two assumptions are made in order to achieve a solution:

1. Assume that the changes in ki, 6k, are much smaller than the

unperturbed portion, k1(w) (already used in equation (155)) (5:1300):

Ak << k1 (w) (156)

2. Assume k1x aE1/ax + kly aE/ y + k1z aE/az 0 as in

non-driven case (equation (154)).

Equation (153) then becomes:

il k2 (w) + 2 kl(w) .6kl E1/2 - i c0 2 E1/2

P 2 E2/4) (X Z2)  (157)

Using Po EO = 1/c2 and expanding X where I E21 >>I El so that

1E21 2/(IE1 2 + IE 2 1 2) = 1, then (5:1300):

k- k [w2/(4 c2 E0)] (E2/El) 41*.X.e2
i W 2 fo 0 + if. ,

----- 2---2 --------- -1 -- R-k- - 2 -1 --2"-)
2 c a-  + 1 + iaf (158)

If k is approximately parallel to 6k, then:

1W fo (i+ 2 )c+af +if

16 k11 ----------------- -e c-1 Iecl
R1 W I Wo %2)(e1. e2"15)"

2 c c I 1i (1 + a )+ (af) (159)

and the propagation vector alteration, 6k1 , causes either growth or

decay in F- described as:
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E('(x) = El CXP[i(k1 + 6k1 )-x]

= E exp[i(k1 + Re 6kL).x] exp(-Im 6kg'x) (160)

The intensity becomes (5:1300,1301):

11 '(x) = 1E.I2 exp(-2 Im 6k,'x)

11(X) + A 1(x) = 1E2 (1 - 2 Im Skl-x) (161)

using the first order series expansion for the exponent.

The fractional intensity gain for El over some interaction

distance, L, can be written as (5:1302):

AI1(x)/Ii(x) = -2 Im Akl- L

W 2 f0 L a(1 + a2 + f2
-c -- -(1 + - + kf) - ( ' R'ke 2)(e 2")

c 1  (162)

Note that from equation (114), if there is no phase shift between

the interference pattern and the index grating, t, the numerator of

equation (162) is also zero. Thus, there is no energy transfer between

the beams under this condition.

A comparison of the functional dependence of equation (162) to

experimental data is made in the applications chapter (VII).

Examples

The following are examples of the form the relative intensity

gain, equation (162), would take for two specific crystals, BaTiO3 and

BSO.

BaTiO3
(&1 "EW.R-k-cew 2)(el'2 °*)  = [(no 4 r 13 k z e 2x -v no02 e 2 r 51 kx e 2z)

4 k e + n 2 2 ky )2
+ (no r13  z~ ey on0  e r51  ye 2z)

+n2 n 2 r + 2n2r ke
+ o ne r5 1 ke 2x e r51 y e2y

+ ne  r33 k e2z)

(elx e2x +e ly e2y +e1z e2z) (163)
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where

e is a mathematical expression used here to clear dot product

of directionality and leave only its magnitude. This is done because it

was assumed the stimulus (X' 2) and the response (el) were of the same

polarization.

e = Unit polarization vector of input wave, El

= e lx + elyy + elz2 (see Figure 9 for orientation of directional

cosines)

2 = Unit polarization vector of input wave, E2

e 2x + e2y + e2z-

cw = Dielectric tensor for BaTiO 3

(n2 n0  0e2
= 0 no2  0

0 0 ne 2

R = Contracted electro-optic coefficient tensor for BaTiO 3

/0 0 r 13

0 0 r 13

0 0 r33

0 r5 1  0

r51 0 0

0 0 0

k Direction vector of grating

=kl-k2

k x + k zy + kz

kI =Propagation vector of input El wave

k 1  + k ly + klz

klix k 1 cos a1 cos 01

k ly =k I cos a1 sin 01
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klz =-k 1 sin a1

k2 = Propagation vector of input E2 wave

= k2x + k2yY + k2zz

k 2 = k2 cos a2 cos 02

k =k Cos a CsnO2y 2 2 2k2y = k 2 Cos a2 sin 0 2

k2z = k2 sin a2

C
2

C

k, ee

k

n

a) Vertical Polarization b) Horizontal Polarization

elx = sin aI eix = sin 01

ely = 0 ely = cos 01

e1z cos a1  e1z = 0

=2x sin a2 e2x = sin 02

e2y = 0 e2y = cos 02

e2z = cos a2 e2z = 0

Figure 9. Orientation of angles used in directional cosine terms for
polarization vectors, 1 and e2 ' and propagation vectors k1
and k2.
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BSO(Bi 2-020)

n4r4 1 [(k e2 z)2

1e Ej ' ' "2 ) ( el' 2 n 4 r 1 [ k z  e 2 y + k y e 2 z 2

+ (kz e2x + kx e2z)
2

+ (ky e2x + kx e2y)
2 1/2

(exe2x + ely e2y + elze 2z)  (164)

where

E= Dielectric tensor for BSO

( n2 )

0 0 n2

R = Contracted electro-optic coefficient tensor for BSO

o 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

r41 0 0

0 r41  0

0 0 r 41

Two Beam Coupling Assuming a Sinusoidal Index Grating Exists

Many authors such as Kukhtarev (10:954-956), Vahey (12:3510-3515)

and White (17:10) assume an index grating has been set up in a

photorefractive medium and derive expressions for the growth or decay of

the writing beams propagating through this grating. Basically, each

development is similar with each author including his own details in the

picture. The derivation done here closely follows Vahey's derivation

but is aimed at attaining White's solution which is more readily

applicable.
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Derivation

Given a sinusoidal index grating exists in the medium as derived in

the previous chapter, in the correct crystal configuration, that grating

may be represented as in equation (149) where the E-field is given by

Feinberg's space-charge field (equation (115)) (7:519,520)(17:10):

n(E) = nappropriate ± (1/2) napprop rapprop m Eq

{(ED2 + EO2)/[(ED + Eq)2 + E02]1112 cos(kr +

= n0 + nI m cos (k'r + q) (165)

where

n ±(1/2)napprop 3 rapprop Eq {(ED2 + E0
2)/[(ED + Eq) 2 + E021/2

(see Appendix A for definition of -)

m = 2 (1 12)1/2/(1 + 12)

4 = tan-1 [(ED Eq + ED2 + E0
2 )/(E0 Eq)] (equation (114))

(The geometry follows Figure 7.)

Wave Equation

The scalar wave equation for this geometry is:

V2E + k2E = 0 (166)

where

E = A1e1 exp(ik'r) + A1 *I exp(-ik'r) + A2e2 exp (il'r)

+A 2"'2" exp(-ik 2 r)

= A1 (x) exp[i(k cos Ox - k sin Oz)] + c.c.

+ A2 (x) exp [i(k cos Ox + k sin Oz)] + c.c.

c.c. = Complex conjugate

k2 = 2 n2 (E)/c
2

n2(E) = no2 + 2n0 nI m cos (k-r + ) + n12 m2 cos2 (k'r + i)

n +n 0 n I m {exp[i(2k sin Oz + 4)]

+ exp[-i(2k sin Oz +

After applying the Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation (SVEA),
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equation (166) becomes:

2(8A1/ax)(ik cos 0) exp[i(k cos Ox - k sin Oz)] + c.c.

2 2
+ A1 (-k cos2 0) exp [i(k cos 0 x - k sin 0 z)] + c.c.

" 2(8A2/8x)(i k cos 0) exp[i(k cos 0 x + k sin 0 z)] + c.c.

+ A2(-k
2 cos2 0) exp[i(k cos 0 x + k sin 0 z)] + c.c.

-k2 sin20 E + ( 2 n02/c2) E

+ (02 n0 nI m/c
2){A1 exp[i(k cos 0 x + k sin 0 z + 4)] + c.c.

+ A1 exp[i(k cos 0 x - 3 k sin 0 z - )] + c.c.

+ A2 exp[i(k cos 0 x + 3 k sin 0 z + )] + c.c.

+ A2 exp[i(k cos 0 x - k sin 0 z - 0] + c.c.} = 0

(167)

Grouping terms in equation (167) synchronous with

exp[i(k cos 0 x - k sin 0 z)] yields:

20Al/ax)(i k cos 0) + A c(-k2 cos2 0) - k2 sin 2 GA1 + 2 n02 A1/C2

+ W 2 n0 nI m A 2 exp(-i)/c
2  =(0

(168)

Since:

w2 no2 Al/C 2 
- k2 (sin 20 + cos2 0)A1 = 0 (169)

after rewriting ie exponential, equation (169) becomes:

3A1/ax - i k nI m A2 exp(-i)/(2n0 cos 0) = 0

aAI/ax - k nI m A2 sin 4/(2n0 cos 0)

- i k nI m A2 cos i/(2n0 cos 0) 0 (170)

The real part of equation (170) yields:

3Al/3x = k nI (1112)1/2 A2 (sin 0)/[n 0 (Il + 12) cos 0]

= (1/A1)(dI1/dx) (171)

by definition. Then:

d1/dx = k nI1 1112 (sin 0)/[n 0 (
11 + 12) cos 0]

d1/dr = 2 r1 12/( I1 + 12) (172)

where
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r = x/cos 0

r = 7 nI sin /X

A similar development for exp[i(k cos 0 x + k sin 0 z)] yields:

dI2/dr = - 2 1 12/(I1 + 12) (173)

White (17:10) points out that linear absorption, a, is crucial to

the photorefractive effect so his coupled equations are in he form:

d1 /dr = -a II + 2 FI 1 2/(I1 + 12)

dl2 /dr = -aI2 - 2 F11 2/(I1 + 12) (174)

Solution to the Coupled Wave Equations

White gives the solutions to equations (174) as (17:10) (10:954):

11(r) = 1i(0) exp(-ar)[I1(0) + 12(0)]/[Ii(0) + 12(0) exp(-2Fr)]

12(r) = 12(0) exp(-ar)[1 (0) + 12(0)]/[Il(0) exp(2Fr) + 12(0)]

Note that the term responsible for the gain or loss of intensity, F,

contains the change in the index of refraction, nl, which is

proportional to the magnitude of the space-charge field and the phase

shift between the incident interference fringes and the space-charge

field, t . If there is no phase shift, 4 = 0, only the linear absorption

loss remains in equation (175) so no energy transfer between the two

beams occurs.

Surnmary

"Nwo beam coupling" is one of the figures of merit for the

photorefractive effect as applied to optical phase conjugation. It

describes the phenomenon of intensity growth (or corresponding loss) in

one of the incident beams writing an index grating in a photorefractive

crystal.

Two theoretical expressions were developed to describe two beam

coupling. The first (equation (162)) is an extension of Feinberg's
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Hopping Model for the photorefractive effect developed in the previous

chapter. The second (equation (175)) assumed an index grating existed

and could be described by an index ellipsoid-type expression. It solved

the wave equation for light propagating through the grating.

Although expressions (162) and (175) are unique, they both indicate

that if no spatial phase shift exists between the interference fringes

and the index grating, no beam coupling will occur. A comparison of

these two expressions occurs in the applications chapter (VII) for

specific crystal orientations of Bismuth Silicate (BSO).
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VI. Diffraction Efficiency and Phase Conjugate Reflectivity

The second and third figures of merit quantifying the aspects of the

photorefractive effect important to optical phase conjugation are

diffraction efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity. Diffraction

efficiency is the amount of power in a wave diffracted off a grating at

the Bragg angle compared to the amount of power in the wave incident on

the grating. Phase conjugate reflectivity, in the photorefractive phase

conjugation geometry shown in Figure 10, is the power in the conjugate

wave compared to the power in the probe wave. The probe wave and one of

the pump waves, El, write an index grating in the crystal. The

counterpropagating pump wave, E3, diffracts off the grating as E , the

phase conjugate of the probe.

c

(pump) (phase conjugate)

_ _ 1 ~2

E2 E3

(probe) (pump)

Figure 10. Geometry of optical phase conjugation in photorefractive

crystals.

As for two beam coupling, two theories for both diffraction

efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity are presented. The first for
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each is again an extension of Feinberg's Hopping Model. The second for

each again assumes an index grating exists in the medium due to

modulation by the electro-static field.

Feinberg's Hopping Model

Development

The interference of two optical waves in a photorefractive crystal

(El and E2 in Figure 10) causes charge migration and the steady state

potential distribution as described in Chapter IV. When a third optical

wave (5:1300)
E3 = E3  3 Re exp[i(k3-X - t)] (176)

is scattered off the modulated optical susceptibility set up by the

potential distribution and E3 is counterpropagating to El, the scattered

wave, E4 , will be the phase conjugate of E .

The Wave Equation

The solution for the four wave mixing will be derived through

Maxwell's wave equation with the expression for the nonlinear

polarization (nonlinear susceptibility) given by (equation(151)). The

wave equation is (equation (15)):

V 2 E = 0o E/at + 0 c 32 E/@t2 + WO a2PNL/at2

As in the second and third order mixing derivations, a number of

simplifying assumptions will be made to make the equation soluble:

1. The media is non-conducting (c = 0). Then:

2 E4 exp[i(k 4 -x - wt)] - p0 c( 2/at2)E4 exp[i(k4"x - wt)]

W 0 ( 2 /t 2 )P3(xt) (177)

where:

(82 /x 2)E4 (xt) = (a2E4/ x 2)exp[i(k4"x -wt)]
+ i 2k4x ( 8E4/3t)exp[i(k x - wt)]

-k 4x2 E4 exp[i(k 4"x - wt)] (178)
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Similarly for y and z:

(a 2/t2)E4 (xt) = _W2 E4(x,t)

(2 /at 2)P3(x,t) = -2 P3(Xt) (179)

and the nonlinear polarization is in the form (5:1300):

P3(x,t) = X(x).E 3 (x,t)

= E3/2 Re X.@3 exp[i[(kl-k2+k3 )-x - WtIl (180)

2. Assume the Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation (SVEA):

a2"ax = 2/@y = a/az =0

The wave equation becomes:

2i k4x (aE4/ax)exp[i(k 4 -x - wt)] - k4 x2 E4 exp[i(k 4 "x - wt)]

+ 2i k4y (aE4/ay)exp[i(k 4 .x - wt)] - k 4y2 E4 exp[i(k4 -x - wt)]
2

+ 2i k4z (aE4/az)exp[i(k 4 .x - wt)] - k4z E4 exp[i(k 4'x - wt)]

+ w 2 E. exp[i(k 4 "x - wt)]

(- w 2/2)E3 X(x)'e 3 exp[i[(kl-k 2+k3)'x - wt]]
(181)

By multiplying both sides by (-i/2) exp[-i(k 4 "x - wt)], using the

identity, k 2 0 W 2 and if 0= w ' then:

k4x 8E 4/x + k4 y E4,"ay + k4 z aE4 /az

= (i P0 W 2/4)E3 X(x)'e3 exp[iAk'x) (182)

where:

Ak = k - k2 + k3 - k4  (183)

. Ihe scattered beam, E3, is not depleted by the mixing, then:

E3(x) = E3  (184)

olution

Phe form of the solution is assumed to be:

E4 = K exp(iAk'x) + C (185)

F -4 ic the amplitude of E4(x), only.)
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aE4/ax = i Akx K exp(ik'x) (186)

with similar forms for y and z. Equation (182) becomes:

i K Ak.k4 exp(iAk-x) = (i p0 w 
2/4)E3 X' 3 exp(iAk'x) (187)

Therefore:

2
K = iowE 3 X. 3 /(4L k-k4 ) (188)

To solve for the constant, C, if there is no interaction length in

the medium, no nonlinear polarization occurs and no new wave, E4 , is

produced:

E4(0,O,0) = 0

= K+C

C = -K (189)

The conjugate wave which is the fourth wave of the four wave mixing

process can then be expressed (after minor manipulation) as:

Po 
w 2 E3 X'63  exp(iAk.x/2) - exp(-iAk-x/2)

4 Ak-k4  exp(-iAk-x/2) (190)

or, over interaction length, L, as:

iL Po w E3 X'63 sin (Ak L/2)

4 4 k4 exp(-i Ak L/2) Ak L/2 (191)

The power per unit area radiated by the nonlinear polarization

takes the form:

P(4)/Area 1/2 (d/O)I/ 2 1E4 12

1 10 24 E32 4 x632  sin (Ak L/2)]2--- (--- j e--- -----[ --- --- ----

2 WO 16 k4  Ak L/2 (192)

Under conservation of momentum, Ak = 0 so that (sin x)/x = 1 in the

preceding expression for any significant power transfer.

Diffraction Efficiency

The power per unit area of the pump wave, E3, is:

P(3)/Area = (i/2)(c/p 0)l/
2 IE3 1

2  (193)
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The ratio of the power radiated by the nonlinear polarization to the

input power of E3 is the diffraction efficiency, n, and from equations

(192) and (193) is given by:

n=IL uO w 4 "*X3/(4 k4 )
1 2

Lwf0  2 21112 2 + 2

--------------- ------- 2-----2 -E Rk 3
4 n4 c k (11 +12 + 13) (a +1) +(af) . 322

Lh 2 21112 2 ED+ E0  2
------- --------- ------- I -Rk2
4 n4 c k (i1 + 12 + 13) (ED + E)2- + E  2 3

q (194)

using pO w/k4 = 1/(n 4 c cO) and where the modulation index is:

m = 2(1112) 11/(I + 12 + 13) (195)

Note that Feinberg includes 13, the third incident intensity, in the

denominator of this form of the modulation index expression which does

not appear in the usual forms (5:1299,1300).

Feinberg's form of diffraction efficiency, then, is proportional to

the square of the magnitude of the created space-charge field.

Phase Conjugate Reflectivity

The power per unit area of the probe wave, E2 , is:

P(2)/Area = (1/2)(e/ i0 )
1/2 IE21

2  (196)

The ratio of the power radiated by the nonlinear polarization to the

input power of E2 is the phase conjugate reflectivity, R, and from

equations (192) and (196) is given by:

R = E41 2/1E 2 12

= ILw X *X- 3/(4 n4 C E )12 (13/12)
4f )2 21113 2

Lw f 211 2 + 2

- -----0 13 2 F _ + E0 2

4 n 4 c k 1 1 +- 1-2 +- 1-3) - (E-+-E-q----E-0-(1974n4 ck................ -  7
(11+2+ 3) (D+E) 0(197)
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Feinberg's form of the phase conjugate reflectivity, like the

diffraction efficiency, is proportional to the square of the magnitude

of the space-charge field.

Examples

The following are examples of the form the diffraction efficiency

and phase conjugate reflectivity expressions (equations (194) and (197))

would take for two specific crystals, BaTiO3 and BSO.

BaTiO3

c- 2 4 r+n 2 n 2 r k e )2
4" = (n r13 kz e3x o e 51 x 3z

+ r13 kz e3y + n0
2  e2 r51 kye 3z)

2

+(no 2 ne  r51 kx e3x

+n o ne  r5 1 ky e3y

n 4 r3~e 3z)
2

+ n e r 33 kz e3

(198)

where

e4 ,as used here, is a mathematical expression, as in the two

beam coupling examples, to clear the dot product of directionality and

leave only its magnitude. It was assumed, here, that the stimulus

(X'e3 ) and the response ( 4) were of the same polarization.

e3 = Unit polarization vector of pump wave, E3

e R x + e3y y + e 3z i (see Figure 1 1 for orientation of
directional cosines)

k = Direction vector of grating

cW = Dielectric tensor for BaTiO 3

R = Contracted electro-optic coefficient tensor for BaTiO3

See two beam coupling examples for details on directional cosines,

the dielectric tensor and the electro-optic coefficient tensor for

BaTiO 3•
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C

C C
e

3

3 3

a) Vertical polarization b) Horizontal polarization

e =sin a e3x sin E0 3x 1R

e3y = 0 e3y =cos 0

e3z = cos a1 e3z =0

Figure 11. Orientation of angles used in directional cosines of
r'ilarization vector, e3.

BSO (bi 2SiO20!

1 4*.E c.R-kEw" 312 = 8 12[(kz e3  + k e3 )2 +(ke 3  +ke 3z)
2

+ (ky e3 x + kx e3y)
2 ]

(199)

where

E = Dielectric tensor for BSO

R = Contracted electro-optic coefficient tensor for BSO

See two beam coupling examples for details on the dielectric tensor and

the electro-optic coefficient tensor for BSO.

Diffraction Efficiency Assuming a Sinusoidal Index Grating Exists

This derivation is aimed at attaining the form of diffraction

efficiency used by Kukhtarev (10:955) and Gunter (9:250). It is assumed

that a sinusoidal index grating exists in the medium as derived in
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Chapter IV, the geometry follows Figure 7 and the crystal is oriented so

equation (165) is applicable for the modulated index. Then using the

wave equation (166), the same derivation as in the previous chapter can

be made but with electric fields replaced by primed electric fields

representing beams of the same frequency as the writing beams incident

at the Bragg angle (10:955) but with small enough intensity that they do

not effect the index grating (9:250). Then equations (172) and (173) can

be written as:

dl I/dx = 2 rI1'1 2 '/(11 ' + 12')

dl2 '/dx = - 2 rI11I 2 /(1I' + 12 ) (200)

where

r = r nI cos o/

1 ,2 ' = Intensity of beams of the same frequency as the writing

beams, 11,2, incident at the Bragg angle but with small

enough intensity that they do not effect the index grating

But n- is as defined in equation (186) as in Kukhtarev's development

of Chapter IV (10:954).

The solution to the coupled equations (200) for diffraction

efficiency, r, with boundary condition 12'(0) = 0 since the diffraction

of I11 is 12', is given by Kukhtarev as:

T)= 12 (x)/1 1 (0)

2 s. exp(r' x/2)[cosh (r'x/2) - cos(yx)]

(1 + BO ) [1 + B0 exp(r'x)] (201)

where

BO = 12(0)/11(0)

r' = (-2r/x) norig 3 rapprop cos 0 B

y=(-"/X) norig rapprop cos 0 A

with A and B as defined after equation (148) of Chapter IV (10:955).
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(Note the intensities in 8 0 are of the writing beams.)

In this form, the diffraction efficiency is proportional to the

exponential of the diffusion field, only.

Phase Conjugate Reflectivity Assuming a Sinusoidal Index Grating Exists

The optical phase conjugation geometry of Figure 10 is assumed. At

this point, no index grating exists in the medium but the probe and pump

(El) will write one. The scalar wave equation (166) is

V2 E + k2 E = 0

where E is the superposition of the four electric fields:

E = A1 (r) exp[i(k1 cos 01 x - 6,t)] + c.c

+ A2(r) exp[i(k 2 cos 0 2x -w t)] + c.c.

+ A3(r) exp[-i(k I cos 01x + Wt)] + c.c

+ A4 (r) exp[-i(k 2 cos 0 2x +Wt)] + c.c. (202)

and where

@E [y = aE/2z = 0
k2 = (E)/L 2

Here, n(E) takes the same form as equation (165), however, initially,

each pair of beams in Figure 10 will t, allowed to interfere with one

another and create a gratin4. Equation (105) then takes the form

(7:519):

n(E) = n0 + [nI exp(i 1)/2 (AI*A) + A,4 ) exp(ik" Cr)/I() + L.C.

+ [n11 exp(i 2)/2] (AIA + A A2 ) exp(ik1 1, r)/l() + L.L.

+ [n II exp(i 4, 3)/2] A1A3 exp(ikll'r)/I( + c.c.

+ [nIV exp(i 4 ,)/2] A *A2 exp(ikiV r)/I() + c.c.

- no + fn (20.3)

where
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IjjIIj =iv approp 2approp q[ 2+ EO2)/[(ED + Eq) 2 + E0
2 ] }1/2

(using Feinberg's space-charge field.)

IIIIIV = Appropriate phase shift between that set of

interference fringes and index grating

kl I =2k1

kiv = 2k2

10 =11 + 12 + 13 + 14

If it is assumed that the change in the index is small compared to

the background index, An << n., then:

n2(E) n 0o2 + 2 n 0n + An 2

~ 2
no  + 2 n0 An (204)

By using equations (202), (203) and (204) in the wave equation and

applying the Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation (SVEA), the terms

synchronous with exp[i(k 1 cos 01 x - Wt)] in the wave equation are:

2k cos 1 dA1/dx = [i w n0n exp(-i (AA2* + A A

2 0 n11 exp(i 4ii) (AIA4* + A3 *A2 ) A4

"iw2 n0  exp(i 2 A3]/(c2 10)

(205)

Now it is assumed that although all these gratings are created, only

one will give rise to strong beam coupling. This grating is created by

the interference of beams I and 2, and, 3 and 4 and characterized by

nI exp(i 1) (7:520), then equation (205) becomes:

dA1/dx = i wnI* exp(-i I)(AItA 2 1 2 + A3 A4A2)/(2 c cos 01 l0) (206)

Similarly, for terms synchronous with exp[i(k1 cos 01 x + wt)]:

dA 3 */dx i w nI exp(-i i) (AIA2" + A3*A4)A4/(2 c 10 cos i)1 (207)
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with exp[-i(k2 cos 02 x + Wt)]:

dA4/dx = -i w nI* exp(-i ) (A1A2 + A3'A4 )A3/(2 c 10 cos 02) (208)

and with exp[-i(k2 cos 02 x - W01:
= -i wnI exp(-i ,)(A1A2* + A3*A4)AI"/(2 c 10 cos 02) (209)

If in Figure 10, 01 = 02 = 0 so the grating vector is in the )

direction only, then in equations (206),(207),(208) and (209):

-y = -i wnI* exp(-i W1)/(2 c cos 0) (210)

To further simplify the expressions toward achieving a solution, the

following constants are defined (18:313):

c A A3 + A2A4

d, = IA1 12 + IA2 1 2

d2 =A 3 1 2+ IA4 12 (211)

The coupled equations (206), (207), (208) and (209) become (18:314):

dA1/dx = (-y/ 0)[Ald 1 - A1 (11 + 13) + A2 'c]

dA3 /dx = (-y/l0)[Al c* - A3"(11 + 13) + A3"d2]

dA,/dx = (y/10)[A4d2 - A4 (I4 + 12) + A2" c]

dA2-/dx = (y/ 0 )[A4c* - A2"(0 4 + 12) + A2 "dl] (212)

Equations (212) may be rearranged as (18:314):

(d/dx)(A1/A3*) = (-AI/A3*2) dA3*/dx + (1/A3") dAl/dx

(-Y/lo)[c + (d1 - d2 ) (AI/A3 ) - c* (A1/A3 )2]
.9. -9') . .,.

(d/dx)(A4/A2 ") = (-A4/A2*2) dA2"/dx + (1/A2*) dA4/dx

(Y/1 0 )[c + (d2 - d1 ) (A4/A - c * (A4 /A2
9 ) 

(213)

By partial fraction expansion, the solutions to equations (213) are

(18:314):
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/AlI [-A + (A2 + 41 c 2) 1/2 J exp(-px)

+ [A + (A2 + 41cI 2)1/2] (1/J) exp(lx)

2c* [J exp(-px) - (i/J) exp(px)] -1

2 2 2 1/2

A4/A2 "~ = [A + (A + 41 c)I K exp(-px)

+ [-A + (A2 + 41 cl 2)1/2] (1/K) exp(px)

2c* [K exp(-Ijx) - (1/K) exp(lx)] -1 (214)

where

A d2 - d1

J,K = Constants of integration

P= Y(A 2 + 41c 2)1/21(2 10 c")

The phase conjugate reflectivity, R, can now be solved using

equations (211) and (214) with boundary citations: Ii(0); 12(0); 13(i);

and 14(1) = 0 where 1 is the crystal length in x. From these equations:

A = 13(1) - Ii(0) - 12(0) (215)

and Cronin-Golomb gives the solution for phase conjugate reflectivity as

(18:314):

R = 14(0)/12(0)

13(1) - 13(1) AI(1)/A 3 (1) + 12(0) A4 (0)/A 2 (0)

12(0) A1 (0)/A3 (0)

- 41c1 2 ITI 2 /IA T + (A2 + 41c 2 )1/212 (216)

where

T = tanh p l

and Icl 2 is .ound by the equation:

[Icl2 1(0) 13(1)] IAT + (A2 + 41c12)I/212 + 41cI 2 TI 12 12(0) 13(1)

+ 2icI 2 12(0) (A2 + 41c1 2 )1/2 (T + T.) = 0

(217)

The functional relationships of this form of the phase conjugate

reflectivity have been buried in the derivation and are not nearly as
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obvious as in Feinberg's form.

Summary

Diffraction efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity are the last

two figures of merit for the photorefractive effect as applied to

optical phase conjugation. Two theoretical expressions were derived for

each of these figures of merit.

The first expressions for each (equations (194) for diffraction

efficiency and (197) for phase conjugate reflectivity) were an extension

of Feinberg's Hopping Model. They showed that both these figures of

merit were proportional to the square of the magnitude of the

electro-static field set up in the crystal. (Thus, proportional to the

square of the magnitude of the index grating, as well.)

The second expressions for each (equations (201) for diffraction

efficiency and (216) for phase conjugate reflectivity) assumed an index

grating existed in the crystal and solved for the light diffracted off

it. The diffraction efficiency was shown in equation (201) to be

proportional to the exponential of the magnitude of the diffusion field,

only. The phase conjugate reflectivity expression (216) is very

complicated and functional dependencies are not easily obtained.

Although all three figures of merit, two beam coupling, diffraction

efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity, are considered important to

optical phase conjugation, the optimum crystallographic orientation of

for each separate figure may be different in a given crystal. A

specific example of this is addressed in the applications chapter.



VII. Applications of the Theory

The previous two chapters developed theoretical expressions for

steady state two beam coupling, diffraction efficiency and phase

conjugate reflectivity since these are the figures of merit which will

quantify the photorefractive effect as it applies to optical phase

conjugation. In this chapter, this theory is applied to experimentally

observed phenomna with the theoretical predictions compared to

experimental results to determine the accuracy of the models.

Three main types of applications will be considered. The first

compares the functional relationships of the figures of merit to

experimental data. The second investigates the directionality of energy

transfer in steady state two beam coupling. It has been determined

experimentally which writing beam will gain intensity for a specific

crystal orientation. The two beam coupling expressions developed here

will be applied to predict this direction. Finally, the theoretical

expressions will be applied to specific crystallographic orientations

to determine which orientations are optimum for two beam coupling and

diffraction efficiency.

Relationships Between Feinberg's Al1/1I n and R, and E., A, k and PW0

The expressions Feinberg developed for intensity gain in steady

state two beam coupling, LI1 /1 1 (equation (162)), diffraction

efficiency, n (equation (194)), and phase conjugate reflectivity, R

(equation (197)), are all functions of several va- iables. The

functional behavior of these expressions with respect to some of these

variables is investigated in this section.
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Al /1 as a Function of the External E-field, E0

From equation (162), the intensity gain in two beam coupling can be

written in the form:

A11/11 -(1 + a2 + f2)/[(l + a2) 2 + (af) 2  (217)

where f = E0/f0. Setting the first derivative of equation (217) equal

to zero, d(AI1/1 1 )/df = 0, yields an inflection point at f = 0.

Evaluating the second derivative of equation (217) at f = 0,

d2 (A11 /11 )/df2 1f= 0 , yields a positive result. Therefore, the point

f = 0 (E0 = 0) is a minimum of the intensity gain equation.

In his paper, Gunter, uses an expression for two beam coupling

intensity gain, yo (9:252), which can be defined as:

0 = I + A1 /11  (218)

Figure 12 plots experimental points of yo versus E0 for BSO crystals and

shows minima at E0 = 0.
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&A'I3,m
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.... .... . ..-.......
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X = 51'1 5nm

2 4 6 8 10 12 i| 16 18

Eo(kVcm -')

Figure 12. Electric field dependence of two beam coupling intensity gain
for BSO (9:263)

n and R as a Function of the External E-field, E0

From equations (194) and (197), both the diffraction efficiency and

the phase conjugate reflectivity can be written in the form:

n, R (a2 + f2 )/[(a + 1)2 + (of) 2] (219)

The minimum of equation (219) with respect to f is at f = 0. Therefore,
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E0 = 0 is a minimum of both the diffraction efficiency and phase

conjugate reflectivity. Figure 13-a is an experimental plot by Feinberg

of n versus E0 for BaTiO 3 and shows a minimum at E0 = 0. Gunter's

symbol for phase conjugate reflectivity is P (9:257). Figure 13-b has

experimental plots by Gunter for P versus E0 in BSO crystals. They have

minima at E0 = 0.

t B, 30- rn

S2-
z

, r

Zm

3 4 5 7

E, [kV/cm]

a. b.

Fi4ure 13. a.) Diffraction efficiency as a function of applied voltage
in BaTiO (5:1304)

b.) Phase conjugate reflectivity versus applied field for BSO
(9:281)

as a Function of External E-field, E)

Because Gunter's plot for diffraction efficiency versus external

field in BSC appears as nl/2 versus E., equation (lq4) is now Titttr

the form:

r11/2 ( + f2 l/2 /[(a2 + 1)2 + I,/Z

The minimum of equation (220) with respect to f i- at : ,

E0 = 0 is a minimum of the square-root Of difft r:l,,T:

Figure 14 is an experimental plot k\ 4unt r-

BSO and has minima at F (I = 0

- ".4 -lml
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Figure 14. Electric field dependence of diffraction efficiency, ,

for BSO (9:263)

n and R as a Function of Fringe Spacing,A

From equations (194) and (197), both the diffraction efficiency and

phase conjugate reflectivity can be written as:

TI, R cc ( a 2 + f 2)/[(a2 + 1)2 + (af) 2 ]

= (f2 A4 + A A2 )/[A4 + A(2 + f2 ) A2 + A2] (221)

where

. = 2T/k 0 A

A = (2Tdko)2

A minimum of equation (221) with respect to *A occurs at A = 0. If

there is-no applied field (E0 = 0, f = 0) in equation (221), an

inflection point occurs at A = 2n/k0 which is a minimum if
2 kTW 0 2 1/1/2

A = 4 r c " k BT/PWO q < 1/5 and a maximum if

42 2> 1/
412 E o kT/pW0q > 1/51/2

Figure 15-a plots experimental points of q versus A and Figure 15-b,
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p versus A, for BSO. (Both graphs by Gunter.) Both graphs have minima at

A = 0. In the cases where E0 = 0, they have a single maximum before

tailing off assymptotically toward zero.

I I -

48 Eo 6kVcm - 1

EO=6kVC-- 16

3 1A

Z 1.0'g-- 2 X = 514 5nm

C

E 16 E, 3kVcm-)

Eo = kVcm'
5 10 15 20 25 2 4 6 8 ,0

A [,mJ iige Spocing A Im]

a. b.

Figure 15. a.) Fringe spacing dependenIce of diffraction efficiency for
BSO (9:262)

b.) Phase conjugate reflectivity versus fringe spacing for
BSO. Solid lines: theoretical. Points: experimental
(9:280)

LI1/I1 as a Function of Grating Vector, k

From equation (162), the intensity gain for two beam coupling may be

written in the form:

AI1/1 1  a 2(1 + a2 + f2 )/[(1 + 2)2 + (af)2] (222)

where a = k/k0 . Equation (222) has a minimum with respect to a at a = 0

(k 0 0).

Figure 16 is Feinberg's theoretical plot of equation (162) and

experiment plot of A 1/1 1 versus k for BaTiO 3. It should have minima at

k - 0.
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Figure 16. Intensity gain for two beam coupling in Be.TiO as a function
of grating wave vector, k. Triangles and cfrces are
experimental data, solid lines are theoretizal fit to
equation (162) (5:1302)

n as a Function of Grating Vector, k

From equation (194), the diffraction efficiency can be written in the

form:

(2 f2 )[( +1)2 + (f) 2] (223)

where a = k/kO . Equation (223) has an inflection point with respect to

aat a = 0 (k -- 0). This point is a maximum if

Ifj = JEo q/(kokBT > .64 and a minimum if JE0 q/(kokBT < .64.

If there is no applied field in equation (223) (E0 = 0, f 
= 0), it

has a maximum at a = 1 (k = [p W0 q2 /(c E kB T)]I/2).

Figure 17 is a theoretical plot of equation (194) for BaTiO3 and

contains the inflection points mentioned here.

If the experimental geometries in Figures (7) and (8) are

considered, the grating vector, k, may be written as:

k = (4 r n v /c)sin 0 (224)

if the angles of incidence are equal. (01 = 02 = 0 in Figure (7),

0+1 =0-1 =0 in Figure (8)). The maximum of the diffraction

efficiency curve in Figure 17 at k = k0 (a 1 1), then would imply
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Figure 17. Theoretical plot of diffraction efficiency, n, as a function
of grating wave vector, k (5:1304)

maximum diffraction efficiency at:

sin 0 = [0W0/(C e0 kBT)]
1/2 [q c/(4Tr nv)] (225)

Feinberg states in his article:

In general, the charge density available for migration will depend
on the optical frequency of the writing beams. (4:427)

From equation (225), if the angle of maximum efficiency is constant for

various optical frequencies then the density of filled trap sites, PWo,

is proportional to the square of the optical frequency, v. Feinberg

continues:

However, the following rather strange fact is noted: for many
materials, studied in different laboratories, the diffraction
efficiency always seems to peak for the same full crossing angle of
about 40 in air. According to the model used here, this implies a

similar number density of charges (1016cm- 3) for all these quite

different materials, a rather suspect coincidence.(4:427)

The following subsection investigates diffraction efficiency as

function of charge density.
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r as a Function of Charge Density, p 0

From equation (194) for diffraction efficiency, n as a function of

charge density can be written as:
x2

(A-+-x) B (226)

where

x - Charge density

- W0O

A k 2 OE E 0 kBT/q
2

B = k Ao0 ECo/(lq)

Equation (226) has a minimum at x = 0 and a maximum at x = -(A2 + B 2)/A.

It is reasonable to have minimum diffraction efficiency when there is no

charge density. The maximum occurs at:

pWO = [-cco/(kB T)][(kl kB T + i q A 0O)/(ql)]2  (227)

Rl1 2as a Function of Spatial Frequency, 1/A

Because Gunter's plot for phase conjugate reflectivity versus

spatial frequency in BSO is in the form, P1/2 versus 1/A, equation

(197) will be written in the form:

R1/2 . (C2 + f2 )112/[(a2 + 1)2 + (af)2]1 /2  (228)

where a = 27/(koA). Equation (228) has a minimum with respect to a at

a = 0 (1/A = 0). If there is no applied field in equation (228)

(E0  9 , f = 0), it has a maximum at a = 1

(1/A = [1/(27)][Woq2 /(Ec 0 kT)]1/
2).

Figure 18 has both minima and maxima at I/A = 0 depending on the

applied external field, EO.
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Figure 18. (Square root of) phase conjugate reflectivity as a function
of spatial frequency, 1/A (9:280)

Can the Direction of Energy Transfer in Steady State Two-Beam Coupling

be Predicted?

The direction of the energy transfer in the steady state two-beam

coupling described in Chapter V has been observed to be dependent on the

orientation of the crystal's c-axis relative to the incident beams

(4:431). Figure 19 shows the direction of energy transfer in BaTiO 3. The

theory developed in Chapter V will be applied to two crystals, BaTiO 3

and BSO, to determine if coupling can be predicted.

Feinberg's Model

The fractional intensity gain expression developed by Feinberg in

Chapter V (equation (162)) took the form:

AII(x)/Ii(x) - (el1'c'R'k'Ew.'e2) (229)

The contracted electro-optic coefficient tensor, R, is referenced to the

primary coordinate system (PCS) of the crystal so k must be referenced

to the same coordinate system in order to pertorm the dot product.

Initially, gince k is defined from the interference expression

(equation (98)), it appears k can be defined as either ±k without any
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Figure 19. Directional two-beam coupling as observed in BaTiO 3 (a
photorefractive crystal with positive charge carriers.)
(3:432)

consequences (k = k, - k or k = k - kj). However, from the defined

space-charge field expression (equation (115)), a unique direction is

given to k and that is in the same direction as a positive phase shift,

i. The space-charge field nay be written in the form:

Esc(X) = [m W0 q/(cc 0 k)] I1/[1 + oW0 q
2/(EE 0 kBT k

2)]l

cos (k'x + Ti/2) (230)

if there is no applied field (E0 = 0) so the phase shift is v/2

(y = 7/2). In this form, it can be seen that the direction of the

grating shift is determined by the sign of the carrier, q.

Mathematically, the phase shift is 7/2 for both positive and negative

carriers. However, a negative carrier will change the sign of the

magnitude of E (or give it a r phase charge) and give it the

appearance of a -Tr/2 phase shift. Figure 20 exemplifies this.

From Figure 20, it is seen that k is always in the direction

opposite that of the positive E-field. Since R and k are the only terms

in the gain expression (equations (163) and (164)) which contain

directionality, when the space-charge field is reference to the same
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coordinate system as R, R.k is always a negative expression and AI/1 1

(equation (162)) positive.

f iphase
Ishift ,

1 1'

-positive carrier
(BaTiO 3)

a) Intensity b) Charge density c) E-field d) E-field
(positive with 0

-negative carrier referenced
(BSO) up)

+ IT/2 4
+ phaseD shift

+A

Figure 20. Illustration of the photorefractive effect for positive and
negative carriers under diffusion only (E0 = 0) showing
direction of phase shift.

Feinberg's model for steady state two-beam coupling may define the

magnitude of the coupling, but it does not describe the directionality.

Application of Two Beam Coupling Assuming a Sinusoidal Index Grating
Exists

The expressions for the intensities, 1 and 12 developed by White in

Chapter V, equations (175), can be written in the forms:

1(r) /[Ii(0) + 12(0) exp(-2Pr)]

12 (r) 1/[Ii(0) exp(21r) + 12(0)] (231)

From these forms it can be seen that 11 is directly related to r and 12

is inversely related to r.

r is proportional to nI (after equation (172)), the modulated index
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(after equation (165)). For a space-charge field in z only, n I is

inversely proportional to that field, EZ, for all polarizations.

Therefore, 1I1 is inversely related to Ezand 1 2 is directly related to

E.z

In Figure 19, positive E z is taken to be In the direction of the

c-axis for both configurations (a) and (b). However, the orientation of

E zto the propagation vectors kand k2is the opposite in (a) and (b).

Since configuration (a) is used in the developmient of Chapter V, a

direct substitution for BaTiO 3 from Appendix A into equations (231)

shows that 1I1 should be decreasing as it propagates and 1 2 increasing.

In Figure 19-b, the effects of flipping the crystal is that Eznow

looks like -E z in the Appendix A expressions. Substitution into

equations (231) shows that 1 1 should increase as it propagates while 1 2

decreases.

The same argument can be applied to the BSO expressions in Appendix

A though not as simply since the PCS is rotated and the index ellipsoid

is expanded along one new axis but contracted along the other.

Pol~arizations must be tracked to determine the index a beam encounters

but the direction of coupling is still attainable.

Summiary

The expression for steady state two beam coupling developed from

Feinberg's hopping model gives the magnitude of the gain or loss of

intensity by the beams but it does not indicate which beam is gaining

or losing. The direction of the coupling can, however, be predicted from

a development in which an index grating is assumed to exist and the

solution for propagation through this grating is found through the wave

equation. By using this solution and the prope-r index ellipsoid

relationship, the direction of coupling as well as its magnitude can be
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found.

Why is There Better Two Beam Coupling and Diffraction Efficiency

Crystallographic Orientations in BSO?

It has been observed that there are different crystallographic

orientations of Bismuth Silicate (BSO) which are optimum for energy

transfer in two beam coupling and diffraction efficiency for vertically

polarized incident light. Figure 21 presents these optimum

orientations. For maximum beam coupling, the space charge field is

formed perpendicular to the 001 face, while for maximum diffraction

efficiency, it is perpendicular to the 110 face (21:131-133).

no 110 11

a) Two beam couplin2 b) Diffraction efficiency

Figure 21. Optimum crystallographic orientations in BSO (19:132).

The theory developed in Chapters V and VI will be applied to BSO to

determine if these optimum orientations can be predicted.

Feinberg's Model

From crystallography, the primary coordinate system (PCS) of BSO

with no applied electric field is shown in Figure 22 (19:30-40).

Fromequations (162) and (164), the intensity gain for one of the

beams in steady state two beam coupling in BSO can be written in the

form:

A1/ 1 -[(k ze 2y + k e2z)2 + (kz e2  + k e2z)
2

+ (ky e2x + kx e2y)
2] (elx e2x + ely e2y + ez + e2z) (232)
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Figure 22. PCS in BSO with no applied field.

From equations (194) and (199), the diffraction efficiency in BSO can be

written in the form:

n (ke + k e3z )2 + (kz  + k e3z )2 + (ky + k e3y)2S(ze3y y 3zz3x x 3zy3x x 3

(233)

In the optimum two beam coupling orientation (Figures 21-a and 22-a),

the grating direction vector, k, is in the z direction only. Vertically

polarized light with unit polarization vectors, e1 ' e2 and e3 has only x

and co nents wich are 112112 each. Equations (232) and (233), for

this orientation become:

AI /I, cc k

n a k2  (234)

In the optimum diffraction efficiency orientation (Figures 21-b and

22-b), the grating vector, k, has k × and k yy components where kx and ky

1/2.
are k/2 Vertically polarized light has e zz components only, so

equations (232) and (233) become the same as equations (234).

The relationships for two beam coupling and diffraction efficiency

from Feinberg's hopping model, then, do not adequately predict optimum

crystal orientations for vertical input polarizations.
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An Index Ellipsoid Approach

The PCS of BSO without an applied field was shown in Figure 22. The

direction of the k vectors and thus the space charge fields are shown in

Figure 21. For Figures 21-a and 22-a, the E-field is applied in the

direction only. From Appendix A, the new indices of refraction are:

n' n± (112) n3 r41 ESC (215)

with new PCS resulting from a rotation about the z-axis of -135c (Figure

23-a) (20:132).

In Figures 21-b and 22-b, the space-charge field has and y components

so the index ellipsoid is:
(x2 + y2 + z2)/n2 + 2r4 1 ExY z + 2r4 1 Eyxz = 1 (236)

in the PCS of the crystal without an applied field. The eigenvalues can

be found by solving the determinant:

(1/n2 )-A 0 r4 1 ESC/211 2

0 (1/n2) - r41 ESC/2112  = 0

r 1  Sc/2 1/ 2  
r41 ESC/2112  (1/n2 ) - X (237)

where

= Eigenvalue

= 1/n'
2

n'= New indices of refraction

With this applied field, the crystal becomes biaxial with indices of

refraction on the axes of the new PCS being n and n± (1/2) n3 r4 1 ESC

The axes rotation between the old and new PCS is found by solving:

[(/n - i  0 r4 1 ESC/2 1 12 ail

(1/n 2 ) - Xi  ra41 ESC/21/2 ai 1 2 0

rt41 E SC/12 112 r41E SC21/2 (1/n2) - i -ai3j

where
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Xi = Eigenvalues solved for in equation (237)

a.. = Elements of rotation matrix

= Cos E)..
iJ

O.. = Angle of rotation between old i axis and new th axis

The axes rotation is shown in Figure 23-b (19:132)

r"~ n r/'.

o :-' n r. '( . r'

/

KL/i
b

#_.. ,

Figure 23. New primary coordinate system and indices of refracton in
BSO with applied space-charge fields (a) ESC =I ESCI'
(b) ESC = ( SC1/2)i + ()ySCl/2'/2)r (19:132)

For diffraction efficiency which is dependent on the magnitude of

the index grating, in the Figure 23-a orientation, .vertically polarized

light ispolarized along V' only and sees index, n - (1/2) n3 r41 ESC*

In the Figure 23-b orientation, vertically polarized light has both &x

and y ' components which see n + (1/2) n3 r4 1 E C and

n - (1/2) n3 r4 1 ESC, respectively. At points where the maxima or

minima of each component coincide, the summation of the components gives
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a modulated index of ± n 3 r 41 E SC (19:132).

Therefore, the Figure 23-b orientation can be predicted to be the

better of the two for diffraction efficiency.

For two beam coupling, the Figure 23-a orientation is precisely the

configuration assumed for the Chapter V derivation so significant energy

transfer can be assumed. In the Figure 23-b configuration, however,

since the polarization components are split between two indices, one of

which has a +n I term (as described in equation (165)) and the other -,

one component would tend to gain energy (as in equations (175)) while

the other would lose energy. Each component, then, tends to compensate

for the other and energy transfer is not efficient (19:132).

Therefore, the Figure 23-b orientation can be predicted to be the

better for energy transfer in two beam coupling of the two.

AFIT Crystal

Another pair of crystal orientations which has one orientation

better for two beam coupling and another for diffraction efficiency can

be analyzed by considering beams incident on the 110 face. The incident

light is vertically polarized and forms a k vector oriented as shown in

Figure 24.

In the Figure 24-a orientation, the space charge field is in the

direction so the analysis is identical to the Figures 21-a, 22-a, and

23-a developments in the preceding subsections. The new PCS and

appropriate indices of refraction are shown in Fi"gure 25-a.

For the Figure 25-b orientation, the space charge field has both

and components, however, these components are of opposite sign. The

index ellipsoid in the PCS of the crystal without an applied field is in

the form:

(x 2 + y 2 + Z2 )/n 2 + 2r 41 E/S 21 /2 xz - 2r 41 E SC/2 
1/2 yz= 1 (239)
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Figure 24. Potential incident light and grating vector orientations when
only the 110 face of BSO is available for illumination.

n' =n+(1/2) nr 4 1 EsC nr n+(112)n3 r41 ESC

-5 3
001 110 0 n nx +(1/2))n

001 r 4 E 01 c

- 110
n n

-x3
n =n (112)n r 4 1 ESC

(a) (b)

Figure 25. New PCS and appropriate indices of refraction for a BSO
crystal illuminated on the 110 face such that the applied
space-charge field is (a) EC = ESC 2 and

(b) ESC = (-IEscl/21/2)R + (IEscI/21/ 2) .

The new indices of refraction and angles of rotation can be found by a

derivation similar to that in the previous subsection. The new indices

and PCS are shown in Figure 25-b.

By similar analysis as in the previous subsection, optically
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polarized light incident on Figure 24-a orientation sees index

n + (1/2) n 3 r 41 ESC and should provide significant energy transfer.

The same light incident on Figure 24-b orientation has components which

see n ± (1/2)n3 r 41 ESC- At points where the maxima and minima of

these components coincide, therefore, the total modulated index is

n n3 r4l ESC: and this configuration should produce better diffraction

efficiency. However, because of the change in sign of the modulated

indices, the energy transfer in two beam coupling should be minimal.

Summary

Just as in the preceding section, Feinberg's hopping model appears

to be fine for predicting the space-charge field and phase shift between

the index grating and interference fringes but the expressions he

develops from the model for diffraction efficiency and steady state two

beam coupling do not adequately predict these effects for various

crystal orientations. The directionality of these effects, however, can

be accurately predicted by using an index ellipsoid approach.

S ummary

Three applications of the three figures of merit, two beam coupling,

diffraction efficiency and phase conjugate reflectivity, were performed

in this chapter. The first application compared the functional

relationships of the figures of merit developed by Feinberg to

experimental data. These comparisons showed Feinberg's expressions to

adequately predict the functional relationships of empirical data.

The second application was to predict the direction of energy

transfer in two beam coupling. Feinber~s expressions proved inadequate

in this respect. However, the expressions obtained in Chapter V by

assuming an index grating existed in the medium did accurately predict

the experimentally observed directionality.
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The final application was to determine why one crystallographic

orientation of BSO was better for two beam coupling while another was

better for diffraction efficiency. k,,ain, Feinberg's expressions could

not predict this difference. This time, however, an index ellipsoid

approach was used and the experimental observations were accurately

predicted.
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VIII. Conclusions and Recxnmendations

Conclusions

Optical phase conjugation is a nonlinear optical process which, from

a set of incident light beams, produces a beam which acts as the time

reversal of one of the incident beams. This process has application

potential because phase aberrations added to the incident wavefront as

it propagates through some medium would then be removed from the time

reversed wavefront propagating through that same medium (provided the

medium remained unchanged).

The first type of optical phase conjugation was by degenerate four

wave mixing. Three electro-magnetic waves all of the same frequency,

are incident on a nonlinear material oriented properly. They cause the

polarization of the medium in both the linear and the nonlinear orders.

The third order nonlinear polarization generates a new E-M wave whose

amplitude is given through Maxwell's wave equation. By the conservation

of energy and momentum, this wave must be of the same frequency as the

incident light and counterpropagating to the probe if the two pump beams

are counterpropagating in order for it to attain significant energy.

Since it is the electric fields of the incident light which drive

the medium into nonlinearity and large E-fields are required to do this,

high intensity incident light is required to produce optical phase

conjugation by degenerate four wave mixing. A technique for producing

phase conjugation with lower intensity incident light would then be

desirable. This technique is through the use of photorefractive

crystals.

Photorefractive crystals have various sites in their lattice. When

under illumination, charges trapped at these sites are free to move from
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site to site and finally be rebound at a location which is not

illu ninated. When two incident coherent light beams are interfered in a

photorefractive crystal, the fringe pattern causes a depletion of

charges at the interference maxima and a high concentration of charges

at the minima. This separation of charge produces an electro-static

field in the crystal which modulates the index of refracion of the

crystal by the linear electro-optic (Pockel's) effect.

When a photorefractive crystal is oriented properly, a third light

beam which is counter propagating to one of the incident (interfering)

beams diffracts off the index grating. The diffracted beam

counterpropagates to the other incident (interfering) beam and is the

phase conjugate of that beam. Even if low intensity incident light is

considered, their interference still produces a fringe pattern which

induces an electro-static field. Since it is this induced field (rather

than the E-fields of the incident light) which drives the crystal

nonlinearity, optical phase conjugation may occur in photorefractive

crystals with very low intensity incident light.

Two models of the photorefractive effect are Feinberg's Hopping

Model and Kukhtarev's Solid State Model. Feinberg's Model is based on

the idea that a charge "hops" from site to site in the crystal and

develops the probability of this charge movement. Kukhtarev's model is

a more standard development of charge transport. The significance of

Kukhtarev's model is that he derives the conditions for which spatially

sinusoidal incident light (interference fringes) produces an

electro-static field which is also sinusoidal with the same spatial

frequency as the fringe pattern.

Both Feinberg and Kukhtarev concluded that, for incident interfering

waves with a small modulation index, the electro-static field would be
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sinusoidal of the same spatial frequency as the interference pattern but

spatially shifted in phase from it.

The spatial phase shift between the interference fringes and the

electro-static field is important for two beam coupling, one of the

figures of merit for the photorefractive effect as applied to optical

phase conjugation. Two beam coupling is the coupling of energy from one

of the incident (interfering) beams which writes the index grating to

the other as they propagate through this grating they have written.

Two theoretical expressions for two beam coupling were developed.

The first is an extension of Feinberg's Hopping Model. The second

assuines an index grating exists and solves the wave equation for light

propagating through its grating. Although each expression is uniquely

developed, they both indicate that if no spatial phase shift exists

between the interference fringes and the electro-static field, no beam

coupling will occur.

Two other figures of merit for the photorefractive effect as applied

to optical phase conjugation are diffraction efficiency and phase

conjugate reflectivity. Two theoretical expressions for each of these

figures of merit were also developed. Diffraction efficiency is the

amount of power diffracted off a grating at the Bragg angle compared to

the amount of power in the wave incident on the grating. Phase

conjugate reflectivity is the amount of power in the conjugate wave

compared to the amount of power in the wave which has been conjugated.

The first expressions for each of these figures of merit were

developed from Feinberg's Hopping Model. They showed that these figures

were proportional to the square of the magnitude of the electro-static

field set up. The second expressions for each assuned an index grating

existed and asked for light diffracted off this grating. No clear cut
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functional dependencies on the electro-static field could be made on the

expressions derived in this way.

When the figures of merit developed by Feinberg were compared to

empirical data, they were found to accurately predict the functional

dependencies of this data with respect to external electric field

applied to the crystal, interference fringe spacing and charge density.

* However, when Feinberg's expression for two beam coupling was used to

predict the direction of the coupling for a particular crystallographic

configuration, it proved to be inadequate. Also, when Feinberg's

expressions for two beam coupling and diffraction efficiency were used

to determine the magnitude of each with respect to various

crystallographic orientations of Bismuth Silicate (BSO), they proved to

be inaccurate when compared to empirical data.

The conclusion, then, is that the functional dependencies of

Feinberg's figures of merit appear to be correct when applied to

empirical data. However, if the absolute magnitude of these figures or

even relative magnitudes between the different orientations are desired,

there are crystallographic orientations for which Feinberg's figures of

merit are inaccurate.

By using the expression for two beam coupling developed assuming a

sinusoidal index grating existed in the medium, correct predictions for

the directionality of the coupling can be made. Predictions for the

relative magnitudes of two beam coupling between different

crystallographic orientations can also be accurately made using this

expression. The intensity gain (or loss) of one beam is a function of

the scaled exponential of the magnitude of the index grating while the

loss (or gain) of the other is a function of the negative of this

exponential. Solutions are made by determining the modulated index with
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an index-ellipsoid approach.

The index-ellipsoid approach is also useful in determining the

relative diffraction efficiencies between different crystallographic

orientations. Feinberg's expression showed the diffraction efficiency

to be proportional to the square of the magnitude of the electro-static

field (and thus to the square of the magnitude of the modulated

refractive index).

Recommendations for Further Research

This thesis is not a complete compilation of all aspects of the

photorefractive effect applied to optical phase conjugation. Some

questionable areas are listed here.

Experimental Data Versus Theory

Most published papers in optical phase conjugation and other

photorefractive phenomena include experimental data points to which the

theory is curve fit. Evaluations of the theory derived in this thesis

were made compared to this data. Since AFIT can now take photorefractive

measurements in house, an attempt should be made at applying the theory

to in-house data. Such research should be very insightful in gaining an

understanding of the theory.

Self-Pumped Phase Conjugate Mirrors

Since the fundamentals of photorefraction and phase conjugation have

been laid out in this thesis, the next logical step seems to be to

extend the tutorial to self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors (SPPCMs).

SPPC~s greatly broaden the spectrum of PCM applications because they do

away with the need for external coherent pump sources. Several papers

have been written in the area which are open to interpretation. For a

listing of these papers and an overview of self-pumped phase

conjugation, refer to Appendix B.
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Transient Solutions to the Photorefractive Effect

All the analyses reported in this thesis are steady state solutions.

Further research is needed looking into the transient solutions. Because

of the nature of the photorefractive effect, it is reasonable to suspect

that incident intensity and time might be inversely related in both

creating and erasing the diffraction grating. Not only does the theory

behind this suspicion require further analysis, but it would be an

excellent area in which to make empirical measurements to compare to the

theory.

Appendix B presents Feinberg's analysis of photorefractive time

decay and some empirical data from other sources.

How Much Does Optical Activity Effect BSO Analyses?

Optical activity is the rotation of the plane of polarization of

linearly polarized light as it passes through a medium. The polarization

state of light is considered in nearly all the analyses reported in this

thesis. Further research is needed to include (,- tical activity in the

tracking of polarization as light passes through the crystal and to

determine the effect it has on the analyses and derivations, themselves.

Appendix B contains an overview of optical activity.

Can Boundary Conditions be Ignored in Photorefractive Analyses?

In the theory presented in this thesis and in most published papers

it appears boundary conditions (i.e. Snell's Law-type diffraction at

surfaces) are omitted and assumed to be inconsequen"ial. A superficial

analysis of this reveals that in a Figure 9-type geometry, the grating

wave vector is given by:
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k=k,-k2

= (2rnl/A) cos a 1 cos 01 - 27n 2./

= [(2n n1/X)cos a1' cos Oi' - (2 1n2 /A)cos a2' cos 02']

+ [(2n /A) cos ai' sin E1' - (2nn2/X) cos a2 sin 02']

- [(2rnl/A) sin a1 ' + (2Tn 2/n) sin 02']

= [(2rrnlA) cos a1' cos E1' - (2nn 2/X) cos a2 Cos X2]

+ [(27/X) cos a1' sin 01 - (2n/X) cos a2' sin ®21

- (2n/A) (sin a1 + sin a2) 2 (240)

where

al' a2' 019 02 = Angles of incidence in air

a 1
1  a2 , ®1'' 2 = Angles of interference in crystal

a1' = sin- [(sin a1 )/nl]

a2' 
= sin- [(sin a2)/n2]

i= sin- [(sin 01)/n1 )

2 = sin -I [(sin 02)/n2]

From this rough look at the problem, there is a difference between using

the interface angles in the crystal and the angles of incidence outside

the crystal. Further research is required to determine the magnitude of

this difference or any other problems this difference might lead to.
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Appendix A: The Index Ellipsoid

In any crystal, the index of refraction along an axis of the

principal coordinate system (PCs) my be used to create an "index

elliposoid" as follows:

x2/nx 2 + y2/ny2 + z2/n = 1 (241)

Figure 26 represents equation (241) pictorially. In an isotropic crystal,

the three indices are the same so the ellipsoid is a sphere. In a

uniaxial crystal two indices are the same and one is differents so the

axis of the different index is an optic axis. In a biaxial crystal, all

three indices are different and the optic axes are off the principal

axes.

n

z

nn

^y

Figure 26. Illustration of the index ellipsoid.

The polarization of light passing through the crystal is broken up

into components along the PCS to determine which index each component

sees. For a propagation direction, 9, not along a principal axis, the

index enipsoid must be sliced perpendicular to s to determine the

indices each polarization component sees (Figure 27).
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n1

x

y

Figure 27. Appropriate indices on index ellipsoid for a propagation
direction, .

,htn an external dc electric field, E, is applied to the crystal,

the index ellipsoid is deformed so its representation in the original

is:

x2 (l/n + Z%) + 2 21/n + (i/n z + 2b
Y' b2) z2  z b3)

+ 2 Ab4 yz + 2 Ab 5 xz + 2 Ab 6 xy = 1 (242)

where

Lb. i component of lb tensor (in contracted form)

'b = R-E

R = Contracted electro-optic coefficient tensor

The new ellipsoid, of course, also can be written in a form similar to

equation (241) in a new coordinate system which is rotated from the

original PC5.

To find the indices on axes of the new coordinate system the

following determinant is solved for the eigenvalues,

l/n X + Lb 1 Ab6  Ab5

Ab6  1/ny2 + Ab 2 - X Ab4  0

Lb5  Ab, 1/n 2 + Ab3 - X (243)

where

i/n i'2
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n.' =Index in new PCS1

The rotation of the coordinate system is found by solving:
/n +b -Ab i Ab6  Ab5  1

Ab6  1/ny2 + Ab 2 - Xi  Ab 4  lai2 0
Ab5  Lb4  1/nz2+ Ab3 - ia i3

(244)

for a.. where1J

a.. = Element of rotation matrixlJ

= Cos 0..

O.. = Angle between new i th axis and old jth axis.

The following are specific examples of the new indices of refraction

given a space-charge field is set up along one of the original principal

axes:

BaTiO3:

0 0 r13  E Ab2

0 0 r3 3  E 3

0 r51  0 Ab4

r5 1  0 0 z E  Ab5

0 0 0 Ab6  (245)

If the grating is set up along x, the index ellipsoid in the original

PCS is:

(x2 + y2)/no2 + z2/ne 2 + 2r5 1Exz 1 (246)

The rotation is in the x-z plane so n = n and the eigenvalues are:
y 0

X = /no2 + 1/ne2 ± [(1/no2 + 1/ne2)2 + 4r5 1
2Ex2/(no 2ne2 )] 1 2} /2

(247)

If the grating is along y, the index ellipsoid is:

(x2 + Y2)/no2 + z2/ne2 + 2r5 1 Ey yz (248)
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Rotation is in the y-z plane so nx' no and the eigenvalues are the

same as equation (247) replacing Ex with Ey. If the grating is along

z, the index ellipsoid is :

x2(1/no2 + r13Ez) + y
2(1/n 2 + r13Ez) + z2(1/n e2 + r3 3E) 1 1 (249)

The principal axes remain the same with the new indices of refraction

being:

n' = n y =no/[l + no
2 r13E]

/11 2

3
n - (1/2) n0  r13 Ez

nzI = ne/[l + ne
2 r33 Ez

3
n e (1/2) ne r3 3 Ez  (250)

(Note that this is the form of the index assumed in Chapters IV, V and

VI.)

BSO:

0 0 0 L b1

0 0 0 b2

0 0 0 EX Ab 3

r41 0 0 E A b4

0 r4 1  0 E b5

0 0 r4 1  Ab 6  (251)

If the grating is along R, the index ellipsoid is:

(x2 + y2 + z2)/n 2 + 2r4 1 Ex yz 1 (252)

Rotation is in the y-z plane so nx' = n, the eigenvalues are:

X= /n2  r 41E x  (253)

and the new indices are:

n = n/[l± n2 r E x ]1/2nY,z r41 xI/

n (1/2) n3 r51 Ex  (254)

(Again, this is the form assumed in Chapters IV, V and VI.)

If the grating is along y or z, the index ellipsoids are:
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(x2 + y2 + z2)/n2 + 2 r41 E xz = 1

(x2 + y2 + z2)/n 2 + 2 r4 1 Ez xy = 1 (255)

respectively. Rotation is in the x-z and x-y planes, respectively.

= n and n = n, respectively. The eigenvalues are the same asy z

equation (253) replacing Ex with Ey or Ez, respectively. New indices

are the same as equation (254) replacing Ex with E or E and ny' withx y z
n or n ' with n , respectively.
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Appendix B: Recommendations for Further Research

Self-Pumped Phase Conjugate Mirrors (SPPCMs)

Papers on the theory and experimentally observed phenomena of SPPCMs

include Cronin-Golomb et al. (14:689-691), Feinberg (15:486-488),

MacDonald and Feinberg (16:548-553), Gower (21:196,197), Rodriguez et

al. (22:1732-11736), Smout et al. (23:77-82), Gunter (24:210-214), and

Eason and Smout (25:51-53).

Among the mechanisms of interest in this effect is the

self-defocusing of the beam or "beam fanning" (13:46-51) by which part

of the beam is redirected as it passes through the crystal (Figure 28-a).

The reflection back to the original beam of this redirected part is what

sets up the geometry for four wave mixing (Figure 28-b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 28. Geometry for self-pumped optical phase conjugation showing
(a) beam fanning and (b) four-wave mixing.

Sinde a major drawback to making an ordinary phase conjugate mirror

practical is the required coherence of the probe and pumps, the

self-contained geometry of a self-pumped phase conjugate mirror appears

to be the solution.
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Transient Solutions to the Photorefractive Effect

Feinberg defines the grating erasure rate as follows: If an index

I' grating is written in the crystal by the interference of two beams, then

fthese two writing beams are turned off and a third very weak beam is
scattered off the grating while the crystal is illuminated with strong

uniform light, a measure of the time decay of the scattered beam is a

direct measure of the time decay of the amplitude of the index grating.

The modulation index under uniform illumination is:

so the steady state portion of the potential is zero (5:1300).

Since the diffraction efficiency, n, is proportional to wil, the

decay is proportional to w 2 , as well. From equation (109):

Iw 2 . exp[-2F (a 2 + I) t] (256)

so the decay rate, Ae, is given by:

A = 2Y( 2 +1) (257)e

(F as defined in Chapter IV.) (5:1300)

Gunter presents a set of graphs for diffraction efficiency and

intensity gain for two beam coupling versus time for fixed parameters,

incident beam intensity ratio (his 0 applied field and fringe spacing

(9:262).
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Figure 29. Time dependence of a.) diffraction efficiency, n, and
b.) two beam coupling gain, yO, for BSO (9:262)

How Much Does Optical Activity Effect BSO Analyses?

Optical activity is the rotation of the plane of polarization of

linearly polarized light as it passes through a medium. Figure 30

represents this phenomenon. As light propagating in , linearly

polarized in S, passes through the medium, its polarization vector is

rotated until it is linearly polarized in at some length, L (2:94).

Gunter lists the optical activity of BSO to be 45°/mm for 514.5nm

wavelength light (9:240). Another existing paper on optical activity is

Simon and Bloembergen (26:1104-1114).
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